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Cortical dynamics of three-dimensional form,
color, and brightness perce:ption:
II. Binocular theory
STEPHEN GROSSBERG

BostonUniversity,Boston,Massachusetts
A real-time visual processing theory is developed to explain how three-dimensional form, color,
and brightness perceptsare coherently synthesized. The theory describeEJ
how several fundamental
uncertainty principles which limit the computation of visual information at individual processing stages are resolved through parallel and hierarchical interactions ;among several processing
stages.The theory hereby provides a unified analysis and many predictiO][lSof data about stereopsis,
binocular rivalry, hyperacuity, McCollough effect, textural grouping, border distinctness, surface perception, monocular and binocular brightness percepts, fillin~~-in, metacontrast, transparency, figural aftereffects, lateral inhibition within spatial frequency channels, proximityluminance covariance, tissue contrast, motion segmentation, and illusory figures, as well as about
reciprocal interactions among the hypercolumns, blobs, and stripes of <:ortical areas VI, V2, and
V4. Monocular and binocular interactions between a Boundary ContotJlr (BC) System and a Feature Contour (FC) System are developed. The BC System, defined by 8 hierarchy of oriented interactions, synthesizes an emergent and coherent binocular boundary flegmentation from combinations of unoriented and oriented scenic elements. These BC SysteIIl interactions instantiate
a new theory of stereopsis and of how mechanisIDSof stereopsis are I~elated to mechanisIDS of
boundary segmentation. Interactions between the BC System and the, FC System explain why
boundary completion and segmentation processesbecomebinocular at an earlier processing stage
than do color and brightness perception processes.The new stereopsis thl!Qry includes a new model
of how chromatically broadband cortical complex cells can be adaptivE!ly tuned to multiplex information about position, orientation, spatial frequency, positional disparity, and orientational
disparity. These binocular cells input to spatially short-range competlitive interactions (within
orientations and between positions, followed by between orientations BLDd
within positions) that
initiate suppression of binocular double images as they complete boun,daries at scenic line ends
and comers. The competitive interactions interact via both feedforwarld and feedback pathways
with spatially long-range-oriented cooperative gating interactions t}lat generate a coherent,
multiple-scale, three-dimensional boundary segmentation as they coDlplete the suppression of
double-image boundaries. The completed BC System boundary segmeJ!ltationgenerates output
signals, called filling-in generators (FIGs) and filling-in barriers (Fffis), along parallel pathways
to two successiveFC System stages: the monocular syncytium and the binocular syncytium. FIB
signals at the monocular syncytium suppress monocular color and briightness signals that are
binocularly inconsistent and select binocularly consistent, monocular FC signals as outputs to
the binocular syncytium. Binocular matching of these FC signals further suppresses binocularly
inconsistent color and brightness signals. Binocular FC contour signals that survive these multiple suppressive events interact with FIB signals at the binocular syn~'tium to fill-in a multiplescale representation ofform-and~lor-in-depth. To achieve these proper1;ies,distinct syncytia correspond to each spatial scale of the BC System. Each syncytium is composed of opponent subsyncytia that generate output signals through a network of double-oPpolr1ent
cells. Although composedof unoriented wavelength-sensitive cells, double-opponentnetworks detect oriented properties
of form when they interact with FIG signals, yet also generate nonselEctive properties of binocular rivalry. Electrotonic and chemical transmitter interactions within the syncytia are formally
akin to interactions in HI horizontal cells of turtle retina. The cortical syncytia are hypothesized
to be encephalizations of ancestral retinal syncytia. In addition to doubll~pponent-cell networks,
electrotonic syncytial interactions, and resistive gating signals due to BC System outputs, the
FC System processesalso include habituative transmitters and non-Hebbian adaptive filters that
maintain the positional and chromatic selectivity ofFC interactions. Alternative perceptual theories are evaluated in light of these results. The theoretical circuits provide qualitatively new
design principles and architectures for computer vision applications.~
This work was supponed in pan by grants from the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR 85-0149 and AFOSR F4962(}.86-C-OO37),
the Army Research Office (ARO DAAG-29-85-K.{X1J5), and the National Science Foundation (NSF 1ST-8417756). Thanks are extended to Cynthia Suchta for her valuable assistance in the preparation of the manuscript and illustrations. The aulnor's address is: Center for Adaptive Systems, Boston University, III Cummington Street, Boston, MA 02215.
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1. Introduction: From Filling-In Resonant

As noted in the first article (Grossberg, 1987b), the
presenttheory is a synthesisoftvvo previous theories. Both
theories got their start through an analysis of binocular
perceptual data that required a combination of cooperative and competitive interactions for their analysis (Grossberg, 1980, 1981, 1983b). The~sedata suggested how a
single contour-sensitive proce!.s could control featural
filling-in. This filling-in procl:SS was called filling-in
resonant exchange, or FIRE. Properties of the FIRE
process enabled qualitative explanations and quantitative
computer simulations of binoc\Jtlar perceptual data to be
made (Cohen & Grossberg, 1~I84a, 1984b; Grossberg,
1983a). However, the quanti1tative analysis of FIRE
properties also led to the realu3tion that a distinct type
of filling-in-called diffusive, Olielectrotonic, filling-inwas needed to preprocess visual inputs before they were
transformed by the FIRE itself'.
This insight opened the way to distinguishing between
two distinct types of contour-sensitive processes-the
Boundary Contour (BC) System and the Feature Contour
(FC) System (Grossberg, 1983a, 1984). At first, the BC
Systemand the FC Systemwere usedto analyzedata about
r;';:1
BINOCULAR
monocular percepts, as in Grossberg (1987b). However,
~
SYNCYTIUM
the theory as a whole then used two different types of
filling-in-one monocular (diffus,ive) and the other binocular (FIRE)-and two different types of cooperative-competitive
(CC) interactions-~Jne monocular (CC loop)and
the other binocular (FIRE). In addition, as the FIREtheory
began to be used to analyze complex twodimensional (2-D) images, the aJlIalysisseemedto become
unnecessarily complicated.
These inelegancesultimately f()Cusedattention upon the
MONOCULAR
following demanding problem: How could the FIREprocess
SYNCYTIUM
be replaced by a binocular theory of the BC Sys-tem
and FC System while pre:serving all of the goodproperties
of the FIRE process within a unified theory
with an expanded predictive range? Why did the FIREprocess
work so well if it coulld be replaced in such a
fashion? The present theory is the result of this quest, andsatisfies
the above requiremen1:S.The theory suggests,
moreover, that the FIRE explanations were all qualitatively, if not mechanistically, (:orrect.
I will not redevelop in this article all of the data that
were analyzed using properties of the FIRE process inCohen
FIgUre 1. Macrocircuit of monocuJaraDd binocular interxtioos
and Grossberg (1984a, 1984b) and Grossberg
within the Boundary Contour System (BCS) and the Feature Con- (1983b). Instead, I will cut a stec~p
path to neural architec-tures.
tour System (FCS): Left aDd right monocular preprocessingstages
Along the way, I will sketch explanations of somebinocular
(MPl aDd MPR)sead parallel monocular inputs to the BCS (boxes
data that the FIRE the<>rycould explain to show
with vertical lines) aDd the FCS (boxeswith three ~
of circles).
The monocular BCSL aDd BCSRinteract via bottom-up pathways how previous explanations carr:v over to the present the-ory.
labeled 1 to generatea coberent binocular boundary segmentation.
I will also develop explanations of several imporThis segmentationgeneratesoutput signalscalled filling-in generatant data bases that the FIRE theory could not explain.

Exchange to Boundary-Feature
Tradeoff
The second of this pair of articles builds a neural theory of 3-D form perception using as a foundation the
mechanisms of monocular form perception that were summarized and applied in the first (Grossberg, 1987b). A
rnacrocircuit of this 3-D theory is shown in Figure 1. One
of the main purposes of the article is to suggest how
mechanisms of stereopsis and of boundary segmentation
work together to generate an emergent percept of formand-<:olor in-depth. Another general goal of the article is
to explain why mechanisms of boundary segmentation
within the Boundary Contour System become binocular
at an earlier processing stage than do the mechanisms of
Feature Contour extraction and filling-in within the Feature Contour System (Figure 1). Yet another contribution is to show how networks of unoriented doubleopponent wavelength-sensitive cells can compute oriented
form-sensitive properties when they interact with boundary contour signals.

i

i

tors (FIGs) aDd filling-in barriers (FI8s). The fiGs input to the
mooocular syncytiaof the FCS. The FI& input to the binocular syncytia of theFCS. The text describesbow inputs from the MP stages
interact with fiGs at the monocular syncytia to selectivelygenerate
binocuJarly consistent fea~ntour
signals along the pathways,
labeled 2, to the binocular syncytia. The text also des:ribes bow tbege

mooocularfeature contour signab interact with F1B signab to generate a multi~
repr!SeDtatiOD
off~-iDode1Kb
within
the binocular syncytia.

2. Two Types of Binocular Rivalry:
The Kaufman
Stereogram
Just as percepts of neon color spreading provide a vivid
"d

ptualiz"

L.

gut e to conce
mg ~ey mOlllOCular processes (Grossberg, 1987b; Grossberg & Min~~olla. 1985a), percepts of
binocular rivalry provide crucial clues concerning the

~
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BINOCULAR CORTICAL DYNAMICS OF 3-D FORM
mechanisms of binocular processing. In particular, two
mechanistically distinct types of binocular rivalry can be
identified by comparing properties of rivalry data with
formal properties of the BC System circuits depicted in
Figures 2 and 3.
Figure 2 schematizesearly stagesof filtering and shortrange competition within the monocular BC System.
Figure 3 joins these early stagesto a later stage of longrange cooperation. Together, the entire monocular BC
System is broken into two subsystems(Figure 3): an OC
filter and a CC loop, which were used in Grossberg
(1987b) to analyzeproperties of monocular data. The discussion below of binocular rivalry data motivates how
these monocular mechanisms can be generalized to the
binocular case. The possibility of carrying out such a
generalization cannot be taken for granted. In particular ,
the competition and cooperation mechanisms shown in
Figures 2 and 3 are new to our theory, and possessproperties that are essential for carrying out the generalization
from monocular to binocular processing.
The Kaufman (1974) stereogram illusb'atesthe first type
of binocular rivalry (Figure 4). In this stereogram, the
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Figure 2. Early stag~ of DC Systemprocessing:At exh position
exist ceIb with elongated~ptive
fields of various sizeswhich are
semitive 10 orieDbtion, amount-of-contnst, and ~n-ofcontrast. Pairs of such ceIb sensitive10 like orienbtion but opposite directioa-of-contrast (lower duhed oox) iDput 10ceIb that are
seiNtive 10orientation and amount-of-cootrastbut DOt10~oof-contrast (white ellipses).Thesecells, in turn, excitelike-oriented
cells corresponding to the same ~ition and iDhibit like-oriented
cells corresPOUdmg
10 nearby positiom I6iDg the rlrst competitive
stage. At the ~d
competitive stage (upper ~
box~). ceIb
correspoDdiDg10 thesame position but different orienbtiom iDhibit
exh other via a push-pull competitive interaction.

Figure 3. Cin:uit diagram or the DC System: Inputs acdvate
oriented mMks or opposite dirKtioo-or-cootrast
wbich cooperate at
exh pcMitioo and orientation berore reeding into an oo-center offsunound interaction. This interaction excites like orieDtatjom at the
same pcMitioo and inhibitl. like orientatio~ at oearby pcMitio~. The
aff«ted ceIb are oD-ceib within a dipole field. On-celb at a fixed
pcMition compete among orieotatio~.
On-celb aOO inhibit off-celb
that represent the same lM)Sitioo and orientation. Off-celb at exh
position, in turn, compejle among orieotatio~.
Both oD-<ells and
off-celb are toDic3lJy actJive. Net excitation or an ooo<eU excites a
similarly oriented receptjive field or a cooperative bipole ceO at a
location corresponding u, that or the oo-ceU. Net excitation or an
offo<eU inhibits a !AmiIarIy oriented receptive field or a bipoie ceO
at a location correspoodilag to that or the off-ceO. Thus, bottom-up
excitation or a vertical o~.-cen, by inhibiting tbe horiwotal ooo<eU
at that pcMitioo, dWnhibits the horiwotal off-ceU at that position,
whicb in turn inhibits (aJmost) horiwotally
oriented cooperative
receptive fielm that inclucle its pcMitioo. Sufficiently strong oet pcmtive acdvatioo or both m:eptive fielm or a bipole ceO enables it to
geoerate reedt.ck via an 'DD-ceDteroff-surrouDd interaction among
like-orieoted ceIb. On-ceIiIs that receive the most favorable combioatioo or lJottom-up sigoaI~ and topodoWD sigDal4;generate the emergent perceptual groupinw:.

left picture is constructed from 45 ° -oblique dark parallel
lines bounded by an imaginary square that is surrounded
by 135°-oblique lighter parallel lines. The right picture
is constructed from 135°-oblique dark parallel lines
bounded by an imaginary square whose position in the
picture is shifted relative to the square in the left picture.
This imaginary square is surrounded by 45 ° -oblique
lighter parallel lines. When these pictures are viewed
through a stereoscope, a single fused square is seen in
depth relative to the background. Superimposed upon the
continuous percept of a square in depth is a rivalrous percept due to the dark oblique lines. At any given moment,
an observer can perceive either a 45O-oblique dark line
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FIgUre 4. The Kaufman stereogram induces a pen:ept of a square
in depth even while the perpendicular line patterns are rivalrous.
From Sight and Mind: An IntrcNiuctiolllo Visual Perception by L. Kaufman. 1974. New York: Oxford University Press. Copyright 1974 by
Oxford University Press. Reprinted by pem1ission.

or a 135°-oblique dark line at a given position, but not
both. The percept switches intermittently between these
mutually perpendicular lines.
This rivalrous percept illustrates that images that can
be clearly seen under monocular viewing conditions may
not be visible under binocular viewing conditions when
the other eye is viewing a discordant image. These mutually perpendicular lines tend to pop into and out of conscious perception with coherentproperties: If several short
45 ° -oblique line elements start to be perceived, then the
whole 45° -oblique line segmentbetweenthem is also often

frame of eachimage. Consequeliltly, when each image of
the stereogramis monocularly vi~~wed,each squareboundary emerges at a different percep,tuallocation. In contrast,
under binocular viewing conditions, only a single fused
square boundary is perceived. 'Thus, the CC loop must
combine the pair of positionally disparate, monocular
emergentboundaries into a single, fused binocular boundary. In order for this to OCCUlr,a binocular matching
process must occur within the CC loop. This binocular
matching process operates upon the emergent boundaries
generated by the images to each eye, rather than upon
the individual local contrasts \\'ithin these images. The
process wheret?y a single fused square in depth is generated from pairs of emergent b<)undariesthus combines
mechanisms of segmentation with mechanisms of
stereopsis.
Of course, there exist many images whose emergent
boundary disparities covary with the disparities of their
image contrasts. The Kaufman stereogram reminds us,
however, that this is just as often false. When it is false,
emergent segmentationscan override local image disparities during the synthesis of a 3,-0 percept, as has been
shown by a number of experimental studies (Ramachandran & Nelson, 1976; Tausch, 1953; Wilde, 1950).

4. The Second Competitive Sitage is Binocular:
Correlated Emergence and SllIppression
of Coherent Boundaries
Finer conclusions can be drawn by considering the
rivalry that is perceived when l:he Kaufman stereogram
is viewed. This rivalry occurs, betWeen perpendicular
orientations at each position of perceptual space
3. Interaction Between Segmentation and
(Figure 4). This is the very sort of competition that ocStereopsis Mechanisms Within the CC Loop
curs at the second competitivc~ stage of the CC loop
Perceptsof the Kaufman stereogram illusttate one sense (Figure 2). The linking hypothesis that the second comin which multiple spatial scales are operative during
petitive stage is responsible for the orientational compebinocular perception: A square cn be perceived continutition that occurs during rivalry will be used to help exously in depth, whereas perpendicular lines are rivalrous
plain a large binocular data base below. This linking
at the same positions in perceptual space. The Kaufman hypothesis provides my first ex.imple of the fact that the
percept also emphasizes the intimate linkage that exists segmentation laws governing the CC loop, which were
between mechanismsof segmentationand mechanismsof derived from an analysis of molnocular data, generalize
stereopsis. Although a square is perceived continuously directly to the binocular case.
in depth, neither image in Figure 4 contains a square. A
The linking hypothesis implie!i that the second competisquare is synthesized from each image as an emergent iltive stage is binocular, so that perpendicular boundary
lusory boundary. This illusory boundary interpolates the signals from both eyes can competeby the time they reach
corner discontinuities at the ends of the oblique line seg- this stage. The linking hypothesis also helps to explain
ments in each image. Grossberg (1987b) described a how whole boundary segmentscan coherently pop into
and out of consciousness. Suppose that several collinear
mechanism for generating such an emergent illusory
boundary at line ends and corners. This processis initiated 450 -oriented cells at the second competitive stage get
simultaneously activated by the image to one eye. These
by end cut" at the second competitive stage of the OC
fIlter. These end cuts interact via the long-range cooper- cells can excite like-oriented bipole cells at the cooperaative process of the CC loop to generate a sharp emer- tive stage of the CC loop (Figure 3). The activated bigent boundary from the fuzzy bands of end cuts that exist pole cells can use cooperative feedback to excite 450oriented cells at the second competitive stage at positions
at each line corner.
Given this linkage with CC loop mechanisms, the per- betWeenthe originally excited cells. These newly excited
cept of a square in depth suggeststhat these mechanisms cells can inhibit 1350-oriented (;ells at their positions via
are binocular. In particular, the imaginary squaresof the the orientational competition that takes place at the sectwo images are positionally disparate with respect to the ond competitive stage (Figure 2). Thus, the fact that
perceived. Thus, binocular rivalry provides striking illustrations of how binocular grouping processesregulatevisible percepts of 3-D fonD. Further consideration of this
percept of simultaneous fusion and rivalry implicates
binocular versions of the mechanisms summarized in
Figures 2 and 3.

BINOCULAR CORTICAL DYNAMICS OF 3-D FORM
boundary completion is an inwardly directed process between pairs of inducing elements enables whole boundary segmentsto emerge in responseto spatially separated
inducers. The fact that orientational competition is engaged by the same cooperative feedback that controls
boundary completion shows how the emergenceof a given
boundary can cause the suppression of perpendicular
boundaries that intersect the same perceptual locations.
In summary, if a sufficient number of like orientations
from one scenic image can momentarily suppressthe perpendicular orientations from the other scenic image, then
these winning orientations can collinearly cooperate to
complete the oriented boundary at intervening positions.
The oriented cooperative feedback can inhibit any perpendicularly oriented cells at the intervening positions by
using the second competitive stage. This combination of
competition between orientations at each position and collinear cooperation between positions helps to explain why
whole segments of the rivalrous interior edges of the
square seem to pop coherently into and out of conscious
perception.

S. The Kulikowski Stereogram
The second type of binocular rivalry is exemplified by
the percepts seen in response to the Kulikowski (1978)
stereograms. The Kulikowski stereogramsconsist of two
pairs of pictures which differ in their spatial frequencies.
Each picture is bounded by an identical frame,. which includes a pair of short vertical reference lines to help
viewers fuse the frames binocularly. In one pair of pictures, spatially blurred alternating black and white vertical bars of a fixed spatial frequency are 1800 out of phase
(Figure 5a). In the other pair of pictures (Figure 5b),
sharp black and white vertical bars of the same spatial
extent are 1800 out of phase. The latter pair of pictures
contains high spatial-frequency components (edges) as
well as the low spatial-frequency componentsof the first

pair.
During binocular viewing, subjects can fuse the two
spatially blurred pictures. They perceive the fused image
continuously in depth relative to the fused images of the

Figun 5, The Kulikowski stereogramsiUlm"ate theactionor mldtiple spatial-rrequencY~DSitive scaJesduring simldtaneousrusion
and rivalry: (8) SinIBlidal gra~
in anti~
can be~
to yield
8 pen:ept or 8 grating in depth. (b) Bar gratings in antipba.'ieyield
8 perceptor depth eventhough tbeir edgesare rivalrous. (c) Similar pen:eptsare seenwbensiDgtesinusoidsor bars are viewed. From
"Limit of SingleVision in StereopsisDependson ContourSharpness"
by J. J. Kulikowski, 1978,Namre,275,126-127. Copyright 1978by
Macmillan. Reprintedby pennission.
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two frames. Subject.!.experience a more compleXipercept
when they view the stereogram composed from out-ofphasesharp bars. As in the case of the viewing of blurred
bars, a fused form-in-depth is again perceived continuously. However, superimposed upon the fused percept of
fonn-in-depth is a percept of binocular rivalry. The spatially out-of-phase ec1gesof the bars in the left and right
images are rivalrous: and appear to pop alterna~ly into
and out of consciou:~perception.
6. Simultaneous FliISioDand Rivalry:
Multiple

Spatial

CJri

Scales

This percept of sitnultaneous fusion and rivalo/ illustrates the operation (If multiple spatial scales: The lower
spatial frequency components of the two images can be
binocularly fused into, a continuously seenpercept in depth
at the same time that the high spatial frequency .edgesare
seen to be rivalrous. Thus, the high spatial frequency
scales that process l:he edges cannot fuse these image
properties at the sam,edisparity at which the low spatial
frequency scales can fuse the low spatial frequency contents of the two images. In contrast, the frames of both
images can be fuse<i by all spatial scales because the
frames can be spatially aligned with respect to both eyes.
Thus, the Kulikowski stereogram provides visible evidence of the classical fact (Julesz, 1971) that a relative
depth percept can bc~generated when different parts of
two images are fusedby different combinations of binocular spatial scales.
The relative depth l>erceptthat is generatedby the Kaufman stereogram (Figllre 4) can also be analyzed from this
perspective. As desc:ribedin Section 3, the formation of
an emergent boundary around the illusory square region
is initiated by end cu:tsat the comers where the oblique
line ends of the square join its surround. Due to the
horizontal disparity of the end cuts formed in response
to the left and right inl1ages,not all of the BC Systemspatial scalescan form fused imagesof these emergentboundaries. In contrast, thc: scenic edges that frame the image
pair have zero disparity with respect to each other and
can thus form fused boundary responses within all spatial scales of the BC System. The selective activation of
a subset of BC Sysl:em scales by the disparate image
figures provides the Ibasisfor a relative depth di~rence
of the figure with respect to the ground.
As de'scribed in S~:tion 3, end cuts, in themselves, are
insufficient to generate an illusory square boundaiy. The
CC loop choosesand completes an illusory boundary that
passes through all olFthe line comers. More precisely,
a multiple-scale CC loop reaction choosesand completes
several illusory boundaries, one for each spatial scale at
which end cuts due to the two images can be binocularly
fused. Thus, several copies of the CC loop exist within
the BC System. one for each spatial scale.
[,
7. Suppression of [~uble Images by
11..
the First Competitive Stage
I
In the Kaufman stereogram, perpendicular scenit(.
edges
that excite the two eyes at the same positions are rival-

.
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rous, thereby implicating the second competitive stage.
In the Kulikowski stereogram, parallel scenic edges that
excite the two eyes at disparate positions are rivalrous.
This is the type of competition that occurs at the first competitive stage (Figures 2 and 3). The rivalry between the
disparate vertical edges of the Kulikowski stereogram is
initiated when the first competitive stage causesparallel,
but disparate. orientations from both eyes to compete at
the second competitive stage. Thus. the Kulikowski and
Kaufman stereograms are mechanistically differentiated
by the way in which they differentially engage the first
and second competitive stages, respectively.
The suppressive action of the first competitive stage
seemsparadoxical when it is perceived in demonstrations
of binocular rivalry. The same mechanism, however, is
used to help suppress monocular information that cannot
be fused into a binocularly consistent 3-D percept. Thus,
the first competitive stage is one of the mechanisms
whereby binocular double images, or the many possible
combinations of false binocular matches (Julesz. 1971;
Sperling, 1970), are suppressedbefore they can generate
completed binocular boundary segmentations within the
CC loop. In summary. the mechanisms of the first and
second competitive stages begin to explain how the percept of a monocularly viewed image can be suppressed
when a binocularly discordant image is viewed through
the other eye.
Further consideration of the Kulikowski percept begins
to shed light on other important issues: Why are fusion
and rivalry alternative binocular modes? How does fusion at one spatial scale coexist with rivalry at a different
spatial scale that represents the same region of visual
space?Why can certain lower spatial frequency components be fused whereas certain higher spatial frequencies
annat be fused at a fixed disparity? What definition of spatial scale can accommodate all of these properties?
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~,y
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L

R

MONOCULAR
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Figure 6" Initial proc~
stagesI,eadingto fusion or rivalry:
(a) Spatially disparatemonocular imag~ from left (L) and right (R)
ey~ activate a shared population or complex cells, which in turn
activate a "fused" locusor cells within an OD-(:enter
or the second
competitive stage. (b) At a smaller spa,tia)scale, the samemonocular imagesmay activatespatially disjoint Kts or complexceIh, which
input to off-surrounds at the secondcompetitive stage, thereby initiating rivalry between tbe imag~.

ate cortex. Complex cells are, in fact, well known to be
binocular (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962, 1968, 1970, 1977; Poggio, Motter, Squatrito, & Trotter, 1985). Thus, the second competitive stage is binocular becauseits inputs from
8. The Complex Cells of the OC Filter
the complex cells are already binclCular.Figure 6 suggests
are Binocular: A Positionally Sharp
that there exist disparities at whic:h low spatial frequency
but Deformable Binocular Space
The role of the first competitive stage in initiating sup- scalescan fuse monocular image ,elements(Figure 6a) but
pression of binocular double images leads toward an un- high spatial frequency scales cannot (Figure 6b). As a
derstanding of these properties. In particular, why does result, there exist disparities at which complex cells nmed
the first competitive stage not cause rivalry between the to low spatial frequencies can excite the on-center of the
disparatemonocular images in all spatial scales?How can corresponding second competitive stage (Figure 6a) but
some spatial scales binocularly fuse images at the same complex cells tuned to high spatial frequencies generate
mutually inhibitory signals to the secondcompetitive stage
disparity that at other spatial scales leads to binocular
rivalry? In order fOTthis to happen. disparate monocular (Figure 6b). I return in Section 2~4to the question of how
images that are fused within a given scale must both in- this relationship between spatial frequency, disparity. fuput to the on-center of the scale's first competitive stage sion, and rivalry can be mechanistically realized. For the
(Figure 6a). In contrast, disparate monocular images that moment, Figure 6 provides a pictorial way to understand
are rivalrous within a given scale must compete via the how some spatial scales can fuse images that other spaoff-surrounds of that scale's first competitive stage tial scales cannot, and how CC loop mechanisms can inhibit binocularly discordant boundary signals within those
(Figure 6b).
This distinction suggests several conclusions: The out- scales that are incapable of fus:ion.
Figure 6 also hints at how another important property
put cells of the OC filter are themselves already binocular. Section 21 of Grossberg (1987b) identifies these cells of binocular space is realized. ][n order to fuse pairs of
with contour-sensitive complex cells in area 17of the stri- monocular images that are spatially disparate, the binocu-
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lar space must be deformable: Two images must be
deformed into one image, much as in the phenomenon
of displacement, or allelotropia (von TschermakSeysenegg, 1952; Werner, 1937). In this phenomenon,
when a pattern AB C is viewed through one eye and a
pattef" A BC is viewed through the other eye, the letter
B can be seen in depth at a position halfway between A
and C. Although deformability implies that there exists
a certain degree of positional uncertainty at early stages
of binocular processing,the final binocular percept is often
positionally sharp. In Section 24, I describe mechanisms
whereby the ostensibly conflicting properties of de formability and po~itional sharpness are realized within a
binocular space that is built up by using a multiple-scale,
binocular version of OC filter and CC loop mechanisms.
9. Binocular Switching, Boundary Frames,
and Negative Afterimages
Yet another test of the hypothesis linking binocular
rivalry to CC loop mechanismsconcernsthe issueof why
rivalrous percepts switch suddenly, and approximately
periodically, between representations of left image and
right image. I trace this type of switching to the existence
of habituating chemical transmitter substanceswhich are
hypothesized to multiply, or gate, signals within the CC
loop. I assumethat these transmitters occur along the feedback pathways from the cooperative stage to the dipole
field (Figure 3). Thus, the CC loop contains a specialized type of gated dipole field (Grossberg, 1976b, 1980,
1983a).
Spontaneous switching behavior has previously been
shown to be a property of a gated dipole field in response
to image pairs that create approximately balanced, but
competitive, input patterns (Grossberg, 1976b, 1980).
Periodic switching occurs becausethe habituating transmitters within a winning channel weaken the competitive
advantage of that channel by causing a decrease in the
size of its positive feedback signals. The inhibited channel can then win the competition because its transmitters
are able to accumulate while it is being inhibited. Then
the cycle of rivalry repeats itself, leading to cyclic recovery and habituation of transmitter gates as a given channel periodically loses and wins the competition.
In order to explain the binocular rivalry that occurs in
responseto the Kulikowski stereogram, the positive feedback must influence the stage at which the competing inputs are registered. This stage is the second competitive
stage (Figure 3). Thus, the CC loop, which was derived
from constraints about monocular boundary completion
and segmentation, possessesfeedback pathways that are
correctly placed to explain binocular rivalry.
In Grossberg (1980), the habituating gates within a
gated dipole field were shown to be an important mechanism for dynamically stabilizing the adaptive tuning of
cortical filters against persistent recoding by irrelevant
cues (also see Section 23 below). In the special case of
the gated dipole field within the CC loop, another useful
function can be noted. Consider a moving vertical scenic
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edge that activates, then passesover, a vertically oriented
cell of the CC loop dipole field. The offset of the vertically oriented input to these cells can trigger a momentary activation of horizontally oriented cells corresponding to the same position. This opponent reaction, or
antagonistic rebound, helps to prevent a blurring of the
vertical edge as it moves across the BC System by rebalancing the orientational competition in readiness for
the next oriented input. The importance of registering
moving edges as successiveboundary frames, rather than
as a blurred optical flow, has been emphasizedin the classical studies of Johannsen (1973, 1975, 1978). Such an
antagonistic rebound within a gated dipole field is mediatedby its habituating transmitter gates. The theory hereby
traces the periodic nature of binocular rivalry, as well as
such other metastable perceptsas the Necker cube(Grossberg, 1980), to mechanisms for dynamically stabilizing
cortical learning and for dynamically rebalancing cortical competitive mechanisms.
When a BC is kept active long enough for its transmitter gates to significantly habituate, a larger and more sustained antagonistic rebound is caused by offset of the inducing image, thereby causing a negative afterimage.
Parametric properties of the negative afterimages due to
dipole field rebounds have beencompared with monocular and binocular perceptual data in Grossberg (1976b,
1980). A more detailed understanding of oriented afterimages can be derived from properties of the feedback
interaction that occurs between the second competitive
stageand the cooperative stageof the CC loop (Figure 7).
MacKay (1957) has reported that when an image with
radial symmetry (Figure 7a) is inspected for a long time,
offset of the pattern can generate a negative afterimage
with radial symmetT1j(Figure 7c). This is explained by
CC loop mechanismsas follows. Each position and orientation that is activated by the image habituates its transmitter gates within the CC loop. Since the gated dipole
field is tonically active (Grossberg, 1987b, Section 19),
offset of the image triggers antagonistic rebounds within
the gated dipole field. In particular, becauseorientational
competition occurs within the second competitive stage,
offset of an orientation at a given position can activate
the perpendicular orientation at that position via such an
antagonistic rebound (Figure 7b). These perpendicular
orientations can then collinearly cooperate with the
cooperative stage to complete bands of circular negative
afterimages (Figure 7c).
The above discussion suggests how circular boundary
segmentations can be induced by offset of a radially organized scenic image. It does not, however, explain how
we see these circular bands, since all boundaries are invisible within the BC System (Grossberg, 1987b, Section 22). The FC Systemalso contains gateddipole fields,
which are specialized as double-opponent networks of
color-sensitive cells. These double-opponent color fields
can also experience antagonistic rebounds when a sustained inducing image is shut off. Below I explain how
these two types of gated dipole fields interact to generate
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visible percepts of fonn-and-color-in-depth, including
visible perceptsof negative afterimages. In order to reach
this insight, I momentarily turn away from the delightful
phenomena of binocular rivalry to follow a conceptual
path whereby a number of additional mechanistic insights
about 3-D perception can efficiently be motivated and derived. Several simple gedanken experiments (Grossberg,
1983b) guide the choice of this path.
10. Scenic Edges and Fixations:

Binocular Boundary Matches
Support Depth Percepts
Suppose that an observer attempts to fixate a perceptually uniform rectangle hovering in space in front of a discriminable but perceptually uniform background. How
does the observer know where to fixate the rectangle?Suppose, for example, that each of the observer's eyes independently fiXates a different point of the rectangle's interior. Both eyes will register identical input patterns near
their fixation points due to the rectangle's unifonnity. The
monocular visual patterns near the fixation points match
no matter how large a disparity exists between the chosen
fixation points, just as long as both fixation points fall well
within the rectangle.
This simple example shows that binocular visual matching between spatially homogeneous regions contains no
information about where the eyes are pointed, since all
binocular matches between homogeneous regions are

equally good no matter where the eyes are pointed. Many
false matches will be generated iif spatially homogeneous
visual data can influence percepts of depth.
The only binocular visual mati:hes that stand out above
the baseline of multiple false homogeneous matches are
those that correlate spatially nommiform, or "edge-like,"
datato the two eyes. Once one has distinguished BCs from
FCs, it becomes clear that the binocular matches in question occur within the BC System.
It is well acceptedthat the disparities of contours within
the two monocular images registered by the eyes provide
information about the depths of' perceived objects. The
above argument also shows, ho'wever, that disparity information is insufficient. Even if one computes disparities from binocular matches of BCs, the disparities will
depend upon the fixation points of the two eyes. Thus,
disparity information combines ~'ith information about the
vergence angle of the two eyes tCIdetermine where an object is in space (Foley, 1980; Spe:rling,1970). The present
article will not discuss the role of vergence in establishing absolute perceptsof depth. Instead, mechanismsleading to relative percepts of depth will be analyzed.
Once one agrees that binocular matches within the BC
System help to generate such reliative percepts of depth,
it becomes vital to explain how such a binocular match
is computed. In particular, data on binocular rivalry such
as we have just considered lead us to raise the question:
How can a binocular mismatch within the BC System suppress the visibility of monocular image data whose boundaries lose the binocular competition? This question leads
to a related question: From a functional viewpoint, why
should a binocular mismatch suppress the percept of the
monocular image that loses the binocular competition?
The second gedanken experiment helps to answer this
question.

II. Multiple SpatiaJScales:Distinguishing
Size from Depth
The second gedankenexperiment suggeststhe need for
multiple spatial scales, such that only those scales capable of supporting a match can be allowed to generate a
visible percept. This gedanken experiment can also be
phrased in terms of the fixation process.
As a rigid object approaches an observer, the binocular disparities between its nonfixated features increase
proportionally. In order to maintain the fixation process
and to achieve a percept of object permanence, mechanisms capable of correlating th~:seprogressively larger
disparities are needed. Other things being equal, the largest disparities will lie at the most peripheral points on
the retina. The cortical magnification factor, whereby cortical regions of fixed size proce:)s larger retinal regions
as a function of retinal eccentricity, is one mechanism
whereby this may be accomplished (Hubel & Wiesel,

1977; E. L. Schwartz,1980).
It is not sufficient, however, l:or a single spatial scale
to exist at each retinal position, such that scale size increases with retinal eccentricity. This is becauseobjects
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of different size can approach an observer. Without multiple scales that correspond to each retinal position and
can correlate infonnation about object size with infonnation about object depth, the observer can confuse object
size with object depth. In particular, objects of different
sizes can generate the same monocular retinal image if
they lie at different distancesfrom an observer. with larger
objects further away. On the other hand, the boundary
disparities of their paired retinal images carry infonnation about their depth. since objects at different depths
generate different binocular disparities. Multiple spatial
scalescorresponding to each retinal position can carry out
these multiple disparity computations and disambiguate
image size from image depth.
This gedanken experiment suggeststhe functional utility of suppressing monocular image data which binocularly mismatched boundaries. Each monocular image can
excite more spatial scales corresponding to each retinal
position than can binocularly match. Only the monocular
boundaries that are capable of being binocularly matched
provide correct infonnation concerning fonn-in-depth.
Consequently, the mismatched boundaries must be prevented from contributing to percepts of 3-D fonn.
The gedankenexperiment also clarifies the utility of allowing lower spatial frequencies to match and be fused
at disparities such that higher spatial frequencies are suppressed or rivalrous (Section 6). As an object approaches
an observer, the sizes of its monocular retinal images and
their binocular disparities increase together. Other things
being equal, larger spatial scales (lower spatial frequencies) should therefore be able to binocularly match pairs
of images with larger disparities than can be fused by
smaller spatial scales (higher spatial frequencies).
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other things being equal, preferentially respond to larger
image elements. Under binocular viewing conditions,
larger images are often closer and generate larger disparities. Due to the preferential response of larger scales to
large image elements, a monocularly viewed image that
contains spatial gradients (Figure 8) can be parsed among
multiple spatial scales in a manner similar to its parsing
during binocular viewing conditions. Gibson (1950) is
notable among classical perceptual theorists for his many
illustrations of how spatial gradients can influence depth
perception.
A monocularly viewed moving object can activate a succession of monocular self-matches that are capable of
matching or mismatching previous self-matches before
they can be reset. Temporally staggeredpairs of monocular self-matches can thereby generate matches or mismatches across the multiple spatial scales, which are akin
to the matches due to binocular image disparities. Due
to the correlation between scale size and maximal fusible
disparity, faster motions can preferentially activate larger
spatial scales. Thus, moving objects can cause preferential activation of some spatial scales over others, thereby
enhancing a percept of depth.
The present theory :,uggests,more generally, that any
visual operations that cause equivalent activations of
multiple-scale DC System computations tend to generate
equivalent depth percepts, whether they are due to
monocular spatial gradients, monocular motion cues,
binocular disparities, or top-<iown "cognitive contours."
This tenet of the theory is called the principle of scale
equivalence. Scale equivalence does not deny the possibility, outlined in Section 32 of Grossberg (1987b), that

\.

12. Monocular Self-Matches:
Gradient Depth and Motion Depth
When an observer closes one eye, vivid perception is
still possible. Moreover, monocular percepts can retain
a significant impressionof depth. Thus, a binocular match
within the BC System is not necessaryto generate a conscious percept, let alone a depthful percept. What is
needed is the absenceof a binocular mismatch. Because
the visual world can vividly be perceived through a single eye, certain BC system cells must be capable of being,monocularlyactivated. I call suchactivation a monocular self-march to distinguish it from a binocular match
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(Grossberg,1983b).
More monocular self-matches can occur in the absence
of binocular mismatches than can under binocular viewing conditions. This property helps to explain why, when
objects are viewed under reduction conditions (one eye
looks through a small aperture in dim light), depth per//
cepts can be ambiguous (Gogel. 1956, 1965, 1970). On
the other hand, the existence of more monocular selfFIgUre8. The corridor illusion: Due to theSIMtiaJgradientswitbin
matches raisesthe questionof why depth is ever perceived the figure, the upper cylinder looks larger than the lower cylinder.
under monocular viewing conditions. One factor is the although both cylinders are the samesize. From Sightand Mind: An
Introduction to Visual Per(Ct'ption
by L. Kaufman. 1974. New York:
correlation between scale size and fusible disparities that O~ford
UniversityPress.Copyright 1974by O~ford UniversityPress.
was discussed in Sections 6 and 11. Larger scales can, Reprintedby permission.
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separateBC subsystems
processdistinct aspectsof static
form and form-from-motion (Beverley& Regan, 1979;
Regan& Beverley, 1979; Regan& Cynader, 1982)before integratingthesecomputationsinto a final 3-D percept. On the other hand, scaleequivalenceemphasizes
that the BC Systemof primary interestin this article can
generatedepthful segmentationsin responseto multiple
sourcesof monocularand binocular visual information,
rather than being restricted to a single informational
source-such as binoculardisparity or monoculargradients-as is the casein manymodelsof imageprocessing.
13. Continuous Modulation of
Multiple Scale Activity
As an observer moves within a scene, the scenic fonns
and their depths seem to change continuously. On the
other hand, at most, a finite number of spatial scales can
exist in the brain. In many contemporary models of
binocular depth perception, depth jumps discretely between a few values as an observer moves about.
Moreover, these binocular models do not explain how the
computation of disparity values leads to a percept of fonnand-color-in-depth. Grossberg (1983b) summarizes and
analyzes a number of these models.
The present theory suggeststhat multiple spatial scales
exist within the BC System and that these scales can be
simultaneously activated by a monocularly or binocularly
viewed scene, albeit by different amounts corresponding
to different scenic positions. As an observer moves about
a scene, the relative and absolute degree to which each
of these multiple bollndary scales is activated changes.
These changes in the energy balance across multiple
boundary scales alters the ability of the corresponding FC
signals to generate a visible percept. I suggest that multiple FC syncytia exist corresponding to the multiple BC
System spatial scales, each syncytium capable of contributing to a visible percept, but to different degrees. In
the limiting case wherein no BC signal within a given spatial scale excites the corresponding FC syncytium, that
FC syncytium cannot contribute to a visible percept.
This type of multiple-scale concept supports the strong
kernel of truth that exists within the Fourier theory of spatial perception (Graham, 1981; Graham & Nachmias,
1971), but also replaces the Fourier theory by one with
a greater explanatory range.
14. To Have Your Edge and Fill-In Too:
The Julesz 5% Solution
The type of interactions that occur betweenthe BC System and the FC System to generate a depthful percept can
be motivated in several ways: The suppressionof spatially
uniform input patterns to extract informative signals for
binocular matching (~tion
10)follows from the contrastsensitivity of the BC System. It also illustrates that reduction of one type of informational uncertainty can cause
a new type of informational uncertainty. For example,
in response to monocular viewing of a perceptually uni-

fonn rectangle hovering in space,abovea percepnlally urufonn background, the BC Systelmgenerates a rectangular boundary and suppresses thl~ unifonn parts of both
figure and ground. Why, then, dol we not perceive a world
of discrete boundaries, or at besl:a world of cartoon-like
boundary segmentations? How do we perceive continuous fonns?
As mentioned above, the theo,ry suggests that boundary segmentations regulate diffusive filling-in events
within multiple-cell syncytia of the FC System, such that
a different syncytium corresponds to each spatial scale
of the BC System. Indeed, a spatial scale of the BC System is defined to be the set of BC System receptive field
sizes whose CC loop output patlJ,waysproject to a single
syncytium of tlJe FC System. I show below how the locations where unambiguous depth computations can be
perfonned, such as at the fused binocular boundaries of
the BC System, regulate the multiple-scale filling-in reaction within the FC System. The selectivity of this fillingin reaction across spatial scales enables ambiguous
regions, such as the interior of a Ihomogeneousrectangle,
to inherit the relative depth values computed by the fused
binocular boundaries.
A beautiful example of the role of multiple-scale fillingin mechanisms in depth perception is provided by what
I like to call the Julesz 5% solution (Julesz, 1971, p. 336).
This is a stereogram whose left "figure" and "ground"
are both constructed from a 5 'YOdensity of randomly
placed black dots on white paper. In the right picture, the
"figure" of dots is shifted, as a whole, with respect to
its position in the left picture. A:s usual, the background
dots in both pictures have identic:al positions, except for
positions that are covered or c:reated by shifting the
"figure." When viewed through a stereoscope,the whole
figure, including the entire 95 % of white background between its dots, appearsto hover as a planar surface above
a planar ground.
How does the white region of the "figure" inherit the
depth arising from the binocular disparities of the
meagerly distributed black dots within the .'figure' '? How
does the white region of the "ground" inherit the depth
due to binocular matching of its meagerly distributed dots?
What mechanism organizes the locally ambiguous white
patches that dominate 95 % of the pictures into two distinct planar regions in depth?
This is not simply a matter of computing different disparity values for the two white regions, as many models
have suggested(Dev, 1975; Marr & Poggio, 1976, 1979;
Sperling, 1970). Instead, the entirefeaturaL Landscapeof
black dots on white background is split into two planar
regions. An adequateexplanatiolr1must show how all the
filled-in featural qualities, such as black and white, can
inherit the depth values computed by a sparse BC system
segmentation that is itself indifferent to figural qualities
because it is generated by broadband boundary detectors
that are insensitive to direction.-of-contrast (Grossberg,
1987b, Section 23).
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15. SurfaceCurvatureand Multiple Syncytial
Scales: The 21h.-0 Sketch Does Not Exist
That interactions between disparity-sensitive BC System segmentations and FC System filling-in events are
needed to generate a completed 3-D percept can also be
seenthrough the following examples. When both eyes focus on a single point within a patterned planar surface
viewed in depth, the fixation point is a point of zero disparity. Points of the surface that are increasingly far from
the fixation point have increasingly large binocular disparities. Why does such a plane not recede toward optical infinity at the fixation point and curve toward the observer at the periphery of the visual field? Why does the
plane not become distorted in a new way every time our
eyes fixate on a different point within its surface? If the
relative sizes of boundary disparities control relative depth
percepts, then how do we ever perceive planar surfaces?
How do we even perceive rigid surfaces?
The severity of this problem is further indicated by the
fact that perceived depth does, under certain circumstances, depend upon the choice of fiXation point. Staring at one point in a Julesz stereogram can result in a
gradual loss of depth (Kaufman, 1974). Also, in a stereogram composed of three vertical lines to the left eye and
just the two outmost lines to the right eye, the depth of
the middle line depends upon whether the left line or the
right line is fixated (Kaufman, 1974). If depth can depend on the fixation point when discrete lines are viewed,
then why do observers not perceive planar surfaces as being highly curved? What is the crucial difference between
the way we perceive the depths of curves and of surfaces?
These examples raise the fundamental issue of how an
observer knows that a planar surface is being viewed, not
just whether the observer can estimate the depths of some
parts of the surface. As noted in Section 10, when a
homogeneousplanar surface is being viewed, it is not possible to compute any unambiguous disparity computation
within the interior of the plane. Determining that such a
surface is planar thus cannot just be a matter of showing
that the same disparity can be computed at all interior
points of the surface. In fact, the BC System suppresses
the interior of the plane in order to successfully match
its boundaries.
The present theory suggeststhat when a particular BC
scale is strongly activated by a given scene, this BC activation can trigger a strong filling-in reaction within the
corresponding syncytium of the FC System. By definition, featural filling-in within a syncytium is restricted to
the spatial scale in which this syncytium resides. I suggest that a surface percept will appear flat if it is generated by a pair of bounding BCs within a single spatial
scale, becausefeatural filling-in is restricted to the single
syncytial scale that these BCs activate. A surface will appear curved if a multiple-scale BC reaction causesthe distribution of fuled-in featural activity to be .'curved"
among several syncytial scales as perceptual space is
traversed. Sev~ral scales can be coactivated at each perceptuallocation. The distribution across space of which
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scales are activated unparts an impression of relative

depth.
This explanation of llerceived surface flatness and curvature suggests that FC signals corresponding to a fIXed
retinal position send inputs to the filling-in syncytia of all
the multiple spatial scales. Only those scales that also
receive BC signals can, however, convert these FC signals into visible percepts. One of the fundamental tasks
of the present binocular theory is to explain how such an
interaction between BC signals and FC signals can Iconvert some, but not all, of the FC signals into filltd-in
percepts.
The above considerations suggest that the hypo~esis
that a 21/2-0 sketch exists, distinct from a full' 3-D
representation, is incorrect (Marr & Nishihara, 1~78).
Such as 21/2-0 sketch is an "orientation and depth map
of the visible surfaces around a viewer" (Marr & Poggio, 1979, p. 306). In c:ontrast,the above considerations
suggest that" ambiguous" regions of a scene, whose p0sitions do not possess their own BCs, derive a relative
depth value from the ,energy balance of their filled-in
featural activities acros:sall the spatial scales at that position. In other words, 2Ldepth map is completed by the
multiple-scale featural filling-in process that generates a
full 3-D representation ,ofform-and-i:olor-in-depth. Even
in many filled-in 3-D representationsthere exist positions
with indetenninate orientations becausethe featural tillingin process is unoriented, unlike the boundary completion

process.
Although multiple-sc.ue filling-in events within the FC
Systemplay an importarlt role in the presenttheory toward
imparting a relative depth value to ambiguous positions
that do not possesstheir own binocular BCs, these events
are surely not the only mechanisms used in depth perception. As noted in Sc~tion 10, vergence angle is one
of perhaps several additional factors that contribute to an
absolute depth percept. In addition, the mechanismslthat
generate a percept of 3-D fonn need not be identical ~ith
the mechanisms used to reach objects in space,just as the
mechanisms that generate a percept of 3-D fonn are not
identical with the mechanisms which govern the recognition of objects (Grossberg, 1987b, Section 4).
16. Emmert's Law and Fechner's Paradox
,
Even without a detailed mechanistic analysis, ~y
paradoxical perceptsare clarified by these concepts. The
classical Emmert's law, for example, is consistent with
the theory. Emmert (1881) showed that a monocular afterimage seems to be located on any surface that a subject
binocularly fixates while the afterimage is active.
Moreover, the perceived size of the afterimage increases
as the perceived distance of the surface increases. The
presenttheory suggeststhat binocular viewing selectively
activates certain DC System spatial scales more than
others, whereas the monocular afterimage may excite all
scales more equally. The energetic loading of certain DC
System scales selectively activates the corresponding syncytia, and thereby shifts the apparent depth of the af-
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terimage to those syncytia in which featural filling-in can
most strongly occur.
The hypothesis that scale-specific BCs can selectively
trigger featural filling-in reactions requires further development to explain how the FC signals from the two
eyes contribute to the final binocular percept. One of the
virtues of the FIRE process was its ability to quantitatively simulate paradoxical properties of binocular brightness percepts (Cohen & Grossberg, 1984a), suchas Fechner's paradox, binocular brightness summation, binocular
brightness averaging, and aspects of binocular rivalry
(Blake, Sloane, & Fox, 1981; Cogan, 1982; Cogan, Silvennan, & Semler, 1982; Curtis & Rule, 1980; Legge
& Rubin, 1981; Levelt, 1965). Fechner's paradox illustrates the type of FC interactions that must be developed
within an adequate theory of binocular fonn perception.
In its simplest version, Fechner's paradox notes that the
world does not look half as bright when one eye is closed,
despite the fact that half as much light activates the brain.
In fact, suppose that a scene is viewed through both eyes
but that one eye sees it through a neutral density filter
(Hering, 1964). When the filtered eye is entirely occluded.
the scene looks brighter and more vivid despite the fact
that less total light reaches the two eyes. The explanation
below of how BCs trigger featural filling-in explains all
the binocular phenomena that the FIRE theory could explain, and clarifies the properties of the FIRE theory that
led to these successes.

(FIGs) and filling-in barriers (FIBs). First I will sketch
the functional ideas that necessitate this distinction and
draw some general conclusions. Then I will analyze each
of the mechanisms in greater detail.
Figure 1 summarizes the main properties of FIGs and
FIBs. In Figure 1, boxes with vertical lines stand for
stages of BC processing. Boxes with three pairs of circles stand for stagesof FC processing. The lines symbolize the orientational tuning within the BC System. The
pairs of circles symbolize the organization of the FC System into opponent and double-opponent cells (red-green,
blue-yellow, white-black). In Figure 1, oriented monocular cells from the left eye (BCSL) and the right eye (BCSR)
interact along the pathways labeled 1 to activate oriented
binocular BC System cells. This interaction requires the
processing stages that are schematized in Figures 3 and
6. For the moment, it suffices to say that this interaction
takes place, in parallel, within multiple spatial scales,and
that it generates oriented binocular cells, some of which
are precisely tuned to binocular disparity. The outputs
from this binocular stage generate both FIGs and FIBs.
Both types of signals are assumed to operate using the
same mechanism. Their different functional effects are
due to their different locations within the network as a
whole. FIG signals are top-down signals to a prior level
of processing. Their targets are cells within the FC System which process monocular FC signals. FIB signals do
not project to a prior level of processing. Their targets
are cells within the FC System that process binocular FC

17. Filling-In

signal~.

Generators and Filling-In Barriers:

Blobs, Stripes, and Reciprocal

Figure 9 schematizesthe effect of a FIG signal. Contoursensitive FC System inputs that discount the illuminant
I can now outline a theory of how binocular interactions are segregated within separate double-opponent channels
occur within the BC Systemand the FC System, and how (R-G, B-Y, W-B). These double-opponent channels are
the totality of the interactions within these systems leads replicated so that FIG signals from each spatial scale of
to a representation that joins depth, brightness, color, and the BC System can interact with its own complete set of
form information together within the model network that double-opponent cells and their corresponding syncytia.
I compare to prestriate area V4. This model is consistent In Figure 9a, such an FC System input activates its tarwith recent experimental evidence that "many V4 cells get cell. This activation spreads laterally, or diffusively
exhibit length, width, orientation, direction of motion and fllls-in, from cell to cell. As in Section 24 of Grossberg
spatial frequency selectivity. In the spectral domain, many (1987b), such a filling-in reaction is assumed to be acV4 cells are also tuned to wavelength. Thus, V4 is not complished by electrotonic interactions across gap juncspecialized to analyze one particular attribute of a visual tions. Also as in Grossberg (1987b), I continue to call
stimulus; rather V4 appears to process both spatial and such a filling-in reaction a syncytial interaction. The netspectral infonnation in parallel" (Desimone, Schein, Mowork as a whole is called a monocular syncytium. Each
FC input is distributed topographically to all the syncytia
ran, & Ungerleider, 1985, p. 441).
Sucha multiple representationwas also suggestedwithin of the FC System, such that one complete set of doublethe FIRE theory (Cohen & Grossberg, 1984a, I 984b; opponent syncytia corresponds to eachspatial scale of the
Grossberg, 1983b). The present theory agrees with the BC System. Each FIG input from the BC System is disassumption of the FIRE theory that the control of featural tributed topographically to all the double-opponent synfilling-in requires multiple processing stages.The present cytia of its spatial scale. In all. an FC input is broadcast
theory makes a break with the FIRE theory by showing in a wavelength-selective and positionally selective way
how these stages can all use a diffusive mechanism of to the syncytia of all spatial scales, whereas a FIG input
featural filling-in, rather than diffusive filling-in for is broadcast in a scale-selective and positionally selective
monocular interactions and FIRE filling-in for binocular way across syncytia that code different wavelengths
interactions.
(Figure 9b).
In the absenceof BC System signals. the lateral syncyIn both the FIRE theory and the present work, it is
necessary to distinguish between filling-in generators tial interactions elicit a spatial pattern of activation such

Striate-PrestriateConnections
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SYNCYTIA
FIG
INPUT

SCALE 1

SCALE

2

FC
INPUT

(a)

(b)

FCS
OUTPUT

SYNCYTIAL
FILLED-IN
RESPONSE

FCS
INPUT

(c)

(d)

Figure 9. How rilling-in generators(FIGs) control FC output signals: (a) FC inputs excite the monocular syncytium, which carries activation electrotonically to neighboring syncytial cells, exceptat ceOmembranesthat receiveFIG inputs. Syncytial cells activate a shunting
on-i:enter off-surround network that ~ se~itive to spatial discontinuities in the rilled-in syncytial activity prortle. Thus, if no FIG input
prevents lateral spread of the FC input, then no FC output signal occurs, as in (c). (b) Each FC input is broadcast in a wavelengthselectiveand positiooaUyselectiveway to the syncytia of aUspatial scales.Each FIG input ~ broadcastin a scale-selectiveand posinooaUy
selectiveway acrosssyncytia that codedifferent wavelengths.In (d), an FC output signal~ generatedbecausea FIG input causesa spatial
discontinuity in the rilled-in activity profile.
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that nearby cells have similar activity levels (Figure 9c). The interblob interactions are of relatively short range.
The syncytial cells output through a spatially short-range, Livingstone and Hubel (1984a, p. 353) go so far as to
shunting on-center off-surround network (Grossberg, comment that "the blob cells.. .are probably too short
1983b). Such a network is sensitive to spatial discontinui- range in their spatial coverage to generate the long-range
ties, or edges, in the activity pattern. Due to the smooth- interactions that occur in color perception." If this anaing action of the lateral interactions, the shunting on-centar tomical interpretation of the monocular syncytium is coroff-surround network does not allow any output signals rect, then two types of heretofore unreported interactions
to be generated.
should exist: (1) prestriate-to-blob signals capable of gatThus, in the absenceof FIG signals from the BC Sys- ing shut the lateral interblob interactions; (2) post processtem, the FC inputs to the monocular syncytium cannot ing of blob cells such that only spatially discontinuous,
generate contour-sensitive output signals from the or edge-like, blob activity patterns can generate output
monocular syncytium. Since only the FC System syncytia signals to the area 18 stripes to which the area 17 blobs
that also receive FIG signals can elicit output signals, one project (Livingstone & Hubel, 1984b). If this syncytial
can begin to see how the FC System can generate scale- interaction does not occur among the blobs, then it should
selective visible representations despite the fact that all occur at target cells of the blobs.
of its syncytia receive the same FC inputs at an early
processing stage. I now explain how FIG signals enable 18. Binocular Matching of Color Edges
some of the contour-sensitive FC inputs to generate and Featural Filling-In
contour-sensitive FC outputs to the next processing stage.
The output signals from the left and right monocular
When an FC input occurs at the same time as a contig- syncytia are labeled 2 in Figure 1. These output signals
uous FIG signal from the BC System, the FIG signal acts, play the role of color contours in the theory. In order to
as described in Figure 17 of Grossberg (1987b), to pre- generate perceptsof color fields and surfaces, these color
vent the lateral spread of activation across its target cells contours must also trigger a featural filling-in reaction.
(Figure 9d). A spatial discontinuity is hereby created in To this end, the color contour signals project topographithe spatial pattern of activation. The shunting on-center cally to binocular double opponent cells that are hypotheoff-surround network sensesthis spatial discontinuity, and sized to exist within the binocular syncytium of Figure 1.
generatesan output signal from the locations where it oc- A separatecomplete set of double opponent binocular syncurs. Due to properties of such shunting networks, the cytia exists corresponding to every spatial scale of the BC
size of this output signal is sensitive to both the relative System. The discussion in Section 17 showed that a
and absolute sizes of the spatial discontinuity as compared binocular syncytium within the FC Systemreceives a color
with the level of background activity (Grossberg, 1983b, contour signal only at positions that can generatea binocu1987a). Thus, these FC output signals have useful proper- lar boundary signal within the BC System. As in the
ties for building up ecologically useful color percepts(Co- monocular syncytium, FC inputs to the binocular synhen & Grossberg, 1984a).
cytium trigger a lateral spreading, or diffusive filling-in,
In summary, a FIG signal from the BC System allows of featural activity, which spreads until it runs down its
an FC input to generate an output from the monocular own electrotonic gradient or until it hits a cell membrane
syncytium by creating a spatial discontinuity in the spa- that acts as a high resistance barrier.
tial patterning of activity that is caused by the input. No
Signals from the BC System generate such barriers in
FC output can occur, even in response to a large FC in- a binocular syncytium much as they do within a monocuput, unless such a FIG, or binocular boundary signal, is lar syncytium. Within a binocular syncytium, boundary
received from the BC System. This property will be cru- signals from the BC System are called FIBs rather than
cial in my explanation of how we typically see a globally
FIGs, even though their local mechanisms are assumed
self-consistent binocular percept uncontaminated by the to be identical. How is a FIB signal generated within the
existence
of many binocularly
inputs.
- discordant monocular binocular syncytium at every position that may receive
an FC output from a monocular syncytium? The answer
The type of featural filling-in which occurs within the suggested in Figure I is that both FIGs and FIBs are
monocular syncytium can be effective even if its interac- elicited by the same BC System segmentation. Since FC
tion range, or spatial bandwidth, is relatively narrow. It outputs are regulated by the positions of FIG signals to
need only smooth the FC input over a spatial domain that the monocular syncytia, FIB signals will exist at all posiis wider than the spatial bandwidth of the short-range tions of the binocular syncytia that may be expected to
shunting on-centeroff-surround network, so that the filled- receive these FC outputs.
Pairs of monocular FC signals input topographically to
in activities are not processedas "edges" by this network.
Rockland and Lund (1983) and Livingstone and Hubel the binocular syncytium that corresponds to their own
(1984a, 1984b) have both reported lateral interactions color and spatial scale. Becausethese inputs are processed
among the cytochrome oxydase staining blobs of area 17. by a network of double opponentcells, chromatically simiSeveral facts are consistent with the interpretation that the lar inputs that are spatially disparate may inhibit one
monocular syncytium may include the blobs: Many of the another, whereas inputs that are sufficiently well matched
blob cells are monocular (Livingstone & Hubel, 1984a). spatially can elicit a synergetic reaction. I assume that the
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double-opponent network is a specialized gated dipole
field tGrossberg, 1976b, 1980, 1983a).In such;~network,
shunting on-centeroff-surround interactionswithin a color
channel coex-istwith shunting off-center on-surround interactions within the opponent color channel, and the opponent color channels compete with each other at each
position. (Also see Section 26.) Cohen and Grossberg
(1984a) have demonstrated that monocular arId binocular featural inputs to such a shunting on-center offsurround network generateactivity patternswhose properties are strikingly similar to data about moru>cular and
binocular brighbtess perception. In the Cohen ,md Grossberg (1984a) article, a FIRE process fills-in bc~tweenthe
color contours. The FIRE processacts to binoclllarly summate and fill-in activities within perceptive rl~gions between binocularly matched boundaries. Since a FIRE
process is defmed by a shunting on-center oftF-surround
network, its monocular and binocular activity levels are
the same as those generatedby the shunting on-center offsurround network that defines a color chanrtel. In the
present theory, filling-in of these values by FIRE is
replaced by diffusive filling-in of these values under the
enabling influences of FIGs and FIBs. Since tile filled-in
values generated by a FIRE and those generate.dby diffusive filling-in both average the values computed by the
shunting network, the Cohen and Grossberg (lSt84a)computer simulations of monocular and binocular brighbtess
data are also valid in the present theory. Ho1wever,the
present theory uses only a single mechanism ,of featural
filling-in, namely electrotonic or diffusive filling-in, for
both monocular and binocular featural interactions.
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sensitive to all of these factors. Such a cell is also sensitive to featural filling-in across a spatial domain that is
detennined by the global configuration of all BC and FC

signals.
Neurophysiological data have not yet disentangled the
separate input and interaction pathways that can give rise
to such a complicated cellular response. In particular,
direct evidence is lacking for the existence of a binocular
cortical cell syncytium or, for that matter, for lateral interactions, although interactions of some type are known to
influence V4 cells over regions corresponding to as much
as 300 on the retina. Although direct evidence is, as yet,
lacking, some indirect evidence has beenfound. The evidence of Zeki (1983b) is sufficiently important to quote
at length:
It hasbeenvery difficult to detenninethe extentandthe dispositionof thecritical surround....Adding middle or short
wave light. ..led to a response,but only after a delay of
about4s. The reversesequenceof stimulationalso led to
a response,butagain with a delay. Comparedto the almost
instantaneous
reactionsof. ..cells in V I, this in itself suggestsindirectlythat thecell is respondingonly after integrating information from large parts of the field of view. ...
The actual position of the rest of the. ..display. ..did not
makea difference to the cell's response.(pp. 775-776)
Both the long delay before the cell responded (which
may be considerably shortened in an unanesthetized
animal) and the cell's insensitivity to changes in the positioning of the rest of the display are consistent with the
existence of a lateral filling-in reaction that averages its
activations from all the color edge inputs that are contained within the surrounding boundary.

19. A Representation of Fonn-and-Color-

in-Depth

Even in the absence of further details, the perceptual
representations that arise within the binocular syncytium
can be seento be sensitive to such factors as orientation,
spatial frequency, depth, form. and color, as JDesirnone,
Schein, Moran, and Ungerleider (1985) and Zc:ki (1983a,
1983b) have reported in V4. The sensitivity to orientation is due in part to the orientation-sensitive il1putsfrom
the BC System (but also see Section 29). Sel1sitivity to
spatial frequency is due to the parsing of both BC System and FC System subnetWorks into sepanlte spatialfrequency-sensitive channels. Sensitivity to df~pthis due
to the disparity-sensitive inputs from the BC :System,as
well as to the possibility that spatially disparate monocular FC System inputs can mismatch within a doubleopponent netWork. Sensitivity to form follows from the
ability of the BC Systemto preattentively complete boundaries and to segmenttextures, as well as to receive learned
and attentionally modulated boundary completion signals
from the Object Recognition System, before generating
FIB signals and FIG signals to the FC Syste:m(Grossberg, 1987b. Figure 2). Sensitivity to color de:rives from
the fact that successive stages of FC System processing
progress from opponent to double-opponent processing.
A single cell within the binocular syncytium c=anthus be

20. Interactions Between Brightness
and Depth Information
The concept that multiple scale filling-in imparts a relative depth value to ambiguous regions implies that brightness and depth information can mutually influence one
another. Grossberg (1983b) reviews classical data that are
consistent with this assertion. Two types of more recent
data are summarized in this section for illustrative
purposes.
B. J. Schwartz and Sperling (1983) and Dosher, Sperling, and Wurst (1986) have analyzed influences of luminance differences upon both perceived depth and perceived rigidity of form. In their studies, they consider
proximity luminance covariance (PLC) as a factor influencing percepts of depth and form. To manipulate PLC,
the luminance of each line in a 2-D projection of an object was made to depend on the 3-D depth of that line.
A larger luminance was used to signal a closer object
projection. PLCs that confirm and that conflict with the
3-D depth were analyzed. The interaction of PLC with
stereo information was also analyzed. Both studies concluded that PLC is a powerful factor in detennining a
depth percept and that, moreover, stereo and PLC information combine in a way that can be summarized by a
weighted linear model.
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Egusa (1983) has studied the effects of luminancedifferences on perceived depth by constructing stimuli consisting of two hemifields of different colors, and asking the
subject to state which appeared nearer and to judge the
peceived depth betweenthem. When both hemifields were
achromatic, the perceived depth increased with increasing brightness difference. With chromatic-<:hromaticcombinations, the perceived depth depended upon the hue
combination. In tern1S of decreasing frequency of
"nearer" judgments, the hue order was red, green, and

the syncytia corresponding to each fixed perceptuallocation, and that these differential filling-in reactions are associated with the percept of a relative difference in depth.

22. Generating Disparity-Sensitive and
SpatiaJ-Frequency-Sensitive Cells 1Jsing
Positionally Ambiguous Inputs:
Inhibitory Interneurons and
Multiplexed Complex Cells
I now outline the theory's conception of how monocublue.
lar inputs to the BC System generate the binocular and
disparity-sensitive complex cells that input to the CC loop,
21. Transparency
as in Figure 6. I also suggest how these complex cells
Transparency phenomena (Beck, Prazdny, & Ivry,
can become sensitive to orientational disparity at each p01984; Metelli, 1974; Metelli, Da Pos, & Cavedon, 1985; sition as well as to positional disparity (Shinkrnan &
Meyer & Senecal, 1983) provide another type of data that Bruce, 1977; von der Heydt, Hanny, & Diirsteler, 1981).
support the concept that multiple syncytia ex.ist corIndeed, I show how individual complex cells can become
responding to different spatial scales, and that filling-in
sensitive to position, orientation, spatial frequency, posiof FC signals within some of these syncytia but not others tional disparity, and orientational disparity, yet also be
can generatea percept of forrn-and~olor-in-depth. In per- broadband with respect to color in order to function as
cepts of transparency,a phenomenalscissionoccurs which boundary detectors (De Valois, Albrecht, & Thorell,
replaces the percept of a single color at a fIXed percep- 1982; Poggio, Motter, Squatrito, & Trotter, 1985;
tual location with the simultaneous perception of two Thorell, De Valois, & Albrecht, 1984). Thus, individual
colors: the color of the object seen through the trans- complex cells nwltiplex many different types of percepparency and the color of the transparent layer. Within the tual information. Then spatialarrays of such complex cells
theory, such a scission is analyzed by considering how input to the competitive and cooperative mechanisms of
one color elicits filling-in within a syncytium of one spa- the CC loop, which sort out all of these different types
tial scale, whereas the other color elicits filling-in within of information into a binocularly consistent segmentation
a syncytium of a different spatial scale. Such an analysis capable of suppressing many possible double images.
is possible due to the hypothesis that each FC signal is Thus, the BC System's cells become binocular, indeed
topographically br~.dcast to the syncytia of all spatial multiplexed, at an early stageto provide a processing subscales, and that the spatial distribution of BC signals strate from which the CC loop's mechanisms can syntheamong the several scales deternlines which of the syn- size stereo information into its emergent segmentations.
cytia will react to suchan FC signal by biggering a tillingThis schemeof binocular preprocessing,followed by comin reaction.
petitive and cooperative interactions, will be seento sharThe fOfDlal rules articulated by Metelli (1974) for pen my explanation of the Kaufman (1974) and
predicting the occurrence of transparency are similar to Kulikowski (1978) data about binocular rivalry (Sections
the conditions under which the BC system triggers neon 2-9), as well as various other data about interactions becolor spreading (Redies & Spillman, 1981; van Tuijl,
tween form and color processing. In order to reach these
1975; van Tuijl & de Weert, 1979) within the FC Sys- conclusions, I briefly consider the role of developmental
tem. This relationship is perhaps best seen from Meyer
plasticity and intracortical inhibitory interactions in setand Senecal's (1983) study, which used a variant of the ting up the binocular BC System computation.
Kanizsa (1976, 1979) subjective contour configuration.
Figure lOa schematizes the fact that a certain amount
Unlike Figure 5 in Grossberg (1987b), some of the Pac- of positional uncertainty is caused in order to form an
man figures they used to induce a rectangular subjective oriented receptive field: To detect the orientation of a
contour were completed into circles within the rectangle, scenic contrast difference. the receptive field needsto colusing faintly colored wedge-shapedregions. Meyer and lect inputs corresponding to small regions of the retinal
Senecal showed that a percept of transparency covaried mosaic. Thus, in responseto a monocularly viewed, verwith the percept of a chromatically filled-in rectangle sur- tical figural edge, a spatial pattern of reactions can be
rounded by a strong rectangular subjective contour. In generated at the earliest stage of oriented BC System
pr~essing, which I identify with the simple cells of the
an explanation of neon color spreading (Grossberg& Mingolla, 1985a), we maintained that the strength of such a striate cortex (Hubel & Wiesel. 1977). This type ofposisubjective contour also regulates the strength of chromatic tional uncertainty is functionally related to the well-known
relationship between receptive field scatter and the cortifilling-in reactions by inhibiting boundaries that would
otherwise prevent filling-in from escaping from the cal magnification factor (Daniel & Whitteridge, 1961;
colored inducing wedge-shapedregions. Thus, these data Dow, Snyder, Vautin, & Bauer, 1981; Hubel & Wiesel.
are consistent with the idea that transparency is due to 1977). This type of positional uncertainty may also confeatural filling-in reactions across some, but not all, of tribute to the binocular sensitivity of some striate simple
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which show that as the positional disparity or the orientational disparity of a binocularly perceived edge varies,
it elicits a different spatial pattern of activation across the
network of oriented receptive fields. As the input disparity changes, the pattern of excitation can change not only
its internal structure, but also its spatial scale. How can
such spatial patterns be used to activate binocular cells
that are sensitive to positional disparity, orientational disparity, and spatial frequency? Several models for the development of binocular tuning in cortical cells have been
advanced; these include those of Bienenstock, Cooper,

and Munro (1982), Grossberg (1980, 1983a), Singer

(1983, 1985), and Willshaw and von der Malsburg (1976).
None of these models has, however, dealt directly with
the problem schematized in Figure 10. A solution is suggested by the use of a general neural network designLRLRLR
LRLRLRI"R
called a maskingfield-which has heretofore beenapplied
to explain data concerning visual masking (Grossberg &
(c)
(b)
Levine, 1975) and context-sensitive encoding of speech
sounds and cognitive recognition codes (Cohen & Grossberg, 1986, in press; Grossberg, 1978, 1987a). I suggest
that variants of the masking field design may be used by
the nervous system wherever functional properties of the
LALI~LA
LRLRLRLRLR
following type are needed.
(e)
(d)
In a masking field model, one level, FI, of cells sends
input pathways to a second level, Fl, of cells. Level FI
Figure 10. Tramlation of sc:eniccontour iofonnation IlotOspatial
generates spatial patterns of activation that can vary both
patterm of cortical activity: (a) Overlapping ~oted
fUepdve
in their internal structuring and in their spatial scale, as
6ekk generatea spatial patternof activity at left-iOOllOCul8c
~
tatiODSio respooseto a left-monocularly viewed scenicedge. The
in Figure 10. These spatial patterns of activation across
figure portrays a view from above of cortical ocular domioaoce FI generate spatially distributed inputs to Fl (Figure 11).
columns for the left (L) aDd right (R) eyes,aDdportray,. increased
In particular, eachactive F I cell can send signals to many
ceOactivation with darker areas. (b)-(d) Binocular iollUts due to
a sc:enicedge viewed by the two eyesat increasing positiooal djs- F 1 cells along pathways whose connection strengths
;ties autes dNiIM:t. expaDdiIIgactivity ~,
Kr18. the ocular decreasewith the lengths of the pathways. Thus, the posidomioaocecolumns. Herebar beightscodeactivities. (e) Binocular
tional uncertainty of the responsesby FI cells in Figure 10
viewing CaDcausean orientatiooal disparity that is~I
by a posi- is rendered even more ambiguous by the divergence of
tiooal shift io the activity pattern causedby the left eye relative to
signal pathways from each cell in FI to Fl' Despite this
that causedby the right eye. This shift is perpendicular to the shift
ACTIVITY
PROFILES

JJJ'Jh

caused by positiooal disparity, whicb sepacatesactivil:Y patterns
caused by tbe two eyes io a borizootal, rather tbao a vertical,

direction.
cells (poggio, Motter, Squatrito, & Trotter, 198~)by contributing to the overlap of ocular dominance I:olurnns.
The positional uncertainty property raises the following basic issue. The receptive fields of simple cells enable them to respond selectively to properties of orientation and spatial frequency within a scene.These receptive
fields also, however, suffer a loss of positional information, since receptive fields corresponding to se'/eral retinal positions may be activated by a single scenic position.
How can subsequentcortical interactions comp~nsate for
the loss of positional information that is requil~edto design orientationally selective receptive fields? I suggest
below how the processes that restore a greater measure
of positional certainty also generate binocular complex
cells whose tuning curves are sensitive to positional disparity, orientational disparity, and spatial frequency.
The technical challenge met by a network capable of
this task can be seen by comparing Figures IOb-lOe,

F2

F1

Figure II. Output signals from oriented monocular representations (L and R in level F I) converge via an adaptive filter at cells
tbat competevia a masking field (level F,). Only cells whoseinputs
sunive tbe masking-fielcJlcompetition to generate a soort-tennmemory activationcan trigger learnedchangesin tbe abutting IongtenD-memory traces that are found in tbe FI -F, pathways.
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fact, level Fl can generate spatially localized activations
in response to the distributed input patterns from Fl'
Moreover, these spatially localized Fl activations
represent narrowly tuned reactions to positional disparity, orientational disparity, and spatial frequency information (Grossberg & Marshall, 1987).
These formal properties are due to three types of network interactions: First, the divergence of signals from
each cell of FI to Fl implies a convergence of FI signals
at each cell of Fl (Figure 11). Such a convergence of signals enables Fl toftlter the activation pattern across Fl'
Second, level Fl contains a network of intrinsic inhibitory interneurons. The design of this network enables it
to suppress, or mask, the activations of all Fl cells except those which best represent the total activation pattern across Fl' In particular, many cells in F1 receive input combinations that represent subpatterns of the total
activation pattern across Fl, These cells are inhibited by
masking field interactions. Only the Fl cells that respond
best to the total activation across F I can survive these inhibitory interactions. Figures 12 and 13 illustrate this type
of selectivity using computer simulations from Cohen and
Grossberg (1986). These simulations illustrate that a
masking field can selectively activate different Fl cells
in responseto input patterns across F. which differ either
in their spatial scale (compare Figures 12, 13a, and 13c)
or in the patterning of activation across a fixed setof cells
(compare Figures 13a with 13b, and 13c with 13d).
These general-purpose properties of a masking field
give rise to complex cells in Fl with desired coding
properties when the simple cells of F. are spatially organized into alternating ocular-dominance columns containing hypercolurnns whose cell-receptive fields undergo
regular orientation shifts as the hypercolumn is traversed
(Hubel & Wiesel, 1977). Then the total activation pattern across F I unambiguously represents such factors as
monocular position, binocular positional disparity, binocular orientation disparity, and spatial frequency (Figures
10 and 14). The selective response of Fl to FI translates
the information within the total activation pattern across
F. into selective tuning curves for all of these factors
within individual cells of Fl' In summary, although individual cells of F. generate positionally ambiguous
responses,the spatial patterning of F. cell activations carries unambiguous information about position, disparity,
and spatial scale. The interaction between F. and Fl converts the unambiguous spatially distributed information
across F I into unambiguous reactions of individual cells
in Fl' In this way, the transformation F, -Fl
enables
individual cells in Fl to multiplex the data that is spatially
distributed across Fl'
These masking field properties are consistent with the
fact that many receptive-field properties of striate cells
are interactive properties that require inhibitory intemeurons for their normal expression. In particular, application of the GABA antagonist bicuculline produces striking reductions in the selectivity of striate-cell
receptive-field properties (Sillito, 1974, 1975a, 1975b,

1977, 1979; Sillito, Salt, & Kemp, 1985), notably a reduction of orientational tuning. This type of property is consistent with the model, since the divergent inputs from
FI to FI are shapedby the inhibition across FI. The model
is also consistent with the fact that striate complex cells
(in FJ exhibit true cyclopean depth reactions, whereas
striate simple cells do not (Poggio et al" 1985).
Using the same mechanisms, complex cells in FI may
multiplex an even greater number of image properties just
as long as F I is able to represent these properties as part
of its total spatial pattern of activation. Letting individual
cells in FI receive converging inputs from F I cells that
respond to opposite direction-of-contrast and several
ranges of wavelength sensitivity (Grossberg, 1987b;
Thorell et al., 1984)does not create new problems ofprinciple, although it does raise as-yet-unanswered questions
about the spatial organization of such infonnation.
Sensitivity to spatial frequency infonnation (De Valois
et al., 1982) is a characteristic of masking field cells,
whether or not the individual input cells from F I are sensitive to spatial frequency (Figures 12, 13a,and 13c). This
type of spatial frequency sensitivity enables FI to preferentially activate cells that best encode the total FI activity
pattern, even if these patterns excite narrower or broader
expansesof FI cells, as in Figure 14. This property suggestspossible differences in the mechanismswhereby simple cells and complex cells achieve spatial frequency sensitivity. Individual simple cells in FI may be made
sensitive to lower spatial frequencies by increasing the
size of their receptive fields, or input-averaging domains.
Due to the organization of F I into ocular dominance
columns, such a size increase can also cause an increase
in the positional uncertainty with which networks of these
simple cells respond (Figure 14). This increase in positional uncertainty can generate more widespread spatial
patterns of activation across the F I network. The F I spatial pattern can, in turn, generatespatial frequency selective responses of individual FI cells by using the spatial
frequency-sensitive F2 properties that enable F2 to best
encode any F, activity pattern.
Thus, within a masking field model, the samemultiplexing mechanismcan be usedto generatedisparity-sensitive
cells (Figure 10) and spatial frequency sensitive cells
(Figure 14). In fact, replacing a monocular pattern
(Figure lOa) with a binocular pattern (Figure lad) is an
operation fonnally analogous to replacing a high spatial
frequency pattern (Figure 14a) with a low spatial frequency pattern (Figure l4b). This observation indicates
that cells sensitive to different spatial frequencies need
not, in principle, be segregated from cells sensitive to
different disparities in order to achieve selective F2 tuning curves.
In summary, the masking field model suggestshow individual striate complex cells may multiplex the selective
encoding of spatial position, orientation, binocular positional disparity, binocular orientational disparity, and spatial frequency, while lumping together direction-ofcontrast and wavelength sensitivity. From the perspec-
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Fagun 12. Multiplexing or spatial patte~ or activity SCrIMS
F" into selectiveshort-term-memory (STM) activatioos
or individual ceO popuJatioosat F,: The item field depicts the spatial pattern or activilty SCrIMS
F,. The first three rows
under Masking Field, labeled Input Pattern, depict the inputs from F, to cells scn& F,. The inputs to the ceOpopuiatioos or the masking field F, are arranged iI! three rows. In tbh computer simulation, the ceOpopulation in the ith
(i = 1,2,3) row receive inputs from exactly i popuiatioosor F,. Thus, in row 1, there are four cell popuiatiom in F"
labeled {OJ,which receivean input from only the population in F, which codesitem [O}. In row 2, there are rour cell
popuiatioos in F" labeled {O,3}, which recei,rean input from the popuiatiom in F. which code items {O} and {3}. The
nwober above the bars that repraent Input 1m designatesthemaximal input to that row. Bar beigbtsrepresent input
intemities. The inputs are broadly ~buu~
scn& F, ceUs.The code in srM depicts the selectiveSTM activation
or the corresponding F1 ceOpopulatioosto tbesebroadly distributed inputs. In tbh simulation, only a single population
generatesa ~itive responseto the broadly .iistributed input pattern. All other sctivatioos are negative, or inhibited,
and hence are not large enough to exceedtile nonnegativeoutput threshold or the tens.
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F" varying in spatial scale and internal
stnIcturing, generatedistiIIct selectivereactions at F,-
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correlated activities always lead to an increase of associative strength. Figure 10 suggestswhy a Hebbian law is
inadequate. Due to adaptive tuning, each F2 cell becomes
more strongly and selectively activated by its "trigger"
~
spatial pattern across Fl. All the L TM traces in pathways
from FI to such an activated F2 cell change as a result
(a) SPATIAL PATTERN
of the tuning process. In order for these L TM traces to
OF N:T1VATION
RECEPTIVE
learn
the optimal spatial pattern of activation across the
ACRC~S OCULAR
FIELD SIZE
FI network, an LTM trace in an FI-F2 pathway must
DOMIINANCE
be able to decrease if its FI activity is small and to inCOLUMNS
crease if its FI activity is large. The Hebbian associative
law, which mandates an increase due to associative pairing, is thus not suitable for learning spatial patterns. It
was based on the idea that activities in individual pathways, rather than spatial patterns of activation across a
network of cells, are the functional units of associative
learning. Several investigators (Levy, 1985; Levy, Bras,
sel, & Moore, 1983; Levy & Desmond, 1985;
Rauschecker & Singer, 1979; Singer, 1983, 1985) have
(b)
presented
neurophysiological evidence concerning cortiFIgUre 14, Early stages 01 spatial-frequency ~vity
are
re~
by covariatioo01~e-fieId
m with the spatial pat- cal plasticity that are consistent with this type of nonHebbian associative law.
tern 01activity generatedby cells01 this m ~
F.: Small ~ptive fields generatemore localized patterns (a) than large ~ptive
Suppose that such non-Hebbian LTM traces multiply
fields (b), Bar height re~Dts
adivity at eachceO~D.
From the signals within the pathways converging from simple
"Neural
dynamics of surface pen:eplion:
BouDdary webs, iIluminants,
cells to complex cells, and that the complex cells interact
aOOsiIape-from-shading"
by S. Grossberg aOOE. Mingolla,
1987, Compliler Vision, Graphics,& Image Processing,37,133. Reprintedwid! via a masking field. Such a competitive learning system
is capable of selectively tuning complex cells to the actipermission.
vation patterns that occur regularly across FI (Cohen &
tive of the presenttheory, thesecells functionto gener- Grossberg, in press; Grossberg, 1976a). For example, due
ate chromaticallybroadband,but spatially focused,spa- to normal viewing conditions, certain complex cells may
tially frequency-selective
anddisparity-selectivebinocu- be preferentially tuned to different orientations from the
lar boundary signals to the binocular segmentation left eye and the right eye (Figure lOe), if these correlamechanismsof the CC loop.
tions are persistentones within their spatial scale and retinal position (von der Heydt et al., 1981). Tuning ofdis23. Adaptive Tuning of the Complex Cell
parity selectivity may be sharper for vertically oriented
Filter by a Non-Hebbian Associative Law:
than horizontally oriented complex cells, due to the
Spatial Patterns as the Units of Learning
breadth of the F I spatial pattern that is caused by left eye
The third factor used by the masking field model is and right eye representationsof a horizontal contour. This
adaptive tuning of the F. -F2 filter, and thus of the property may help to explain the greater number of vercomplex-cell tuning curves, to the activation patterns that tical than horizontal disparity-sensitive cells that Hubel
are experienced most regularly across F. (Cohen& Gross- and Wiesel (1970) found in V2, and the fact that comberg, 1986). Such adaptive tuning is mediatedby associa- plex cells may be either disparity sensitive (depth neutive long-term-memory (L TM) traces that exist at the syn- rons) or disparity insensitive (flat neurons)(poggio et al.,
aptic terminals of each F. -Fz pathway and multiply,
1985).
or gate, the signals in these pathways before the gated
The existence of disparity-insensitive neurons is not
signals can influence target cells in Fz. In the present ap- considered an imperfection of cortical design within the
plication, these adaptive tuning properties form part of theory. Disparity-sensitive cells are herein regarded as
the machinery that regulatesthe critical period of develop- part of a 3-D boundary segmentation system, rather than
mental plasticity for binocular cortical cells (Blakemore as part of a disembodied stereopsis computation. From
& Cooper, 1970; Braastad & Heggelund, 1985; Fregnac this perspective, it is obvious d1atboundaries must be computed within all spatial scales in a manner that prevents
& Imbert, 1978; Hirsch & Spinelli, 1970; Hubel &
Wiesel, 1977; Singer, 1985;vonderHeydtetal.,
1981), spurious featural filling-in from occurring (Grossberg,
1987b). If only finely tuned disparity-sensitive cells could
The theory uses an associative law that allows the L TM
traces to either increaseor decreasein strength in response input to this boundary computation, then horizontally
to the correlated activities of their presynaptic F. neuron oriented binocular cells would necessarily be excluded.
and postsynaptic F2 neuron (Grossberg, 1968, 1969, The full burden of completing horizontal boundaries
would then fall upon responsesof the end-cutting mecha1976a).
Such an associative law does not obey the familiar Heb- nism (Grossberg, 1987b, Section 13) to nearly vertical
bian associative law (Hebb, 1949), which assumes that image contrasts. Nonvertically oriented cells with lesser
1\
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sensitiveto opposite conb"astsof luminance or wavelength,
cooperate at the second stage (complex cells) to generate
an output signal that is sensitive to position, orientation,
amount of contrast, disparity, and spatial frequency, but
not to direction-of~ontrast.
The sensitivity to spatial frequency is particularly important for an understanding of depth perception and the
suppressionof false images. As mentioned in Section 22,
two distinct sources of spatial frequency sensitivity are
operative at the first, or input mask, stage. One source
is the different sizes of the masks, or receptive fields
(Figure 14), across the multiple spatial scalesof the network. Despite the variability in total input mask size, the
maskswithin all the spatial scalesare designedto respond
to sufficiently large and sharp contrasts in the scenic inputs that share their position and orientation. In particular, sufficiently conb"astivebounding edgesof a sceneare
monocularly detectable by oriented receptive fields in all
the BC Systemspatial scales. Monocular detectability of
bounding edges by all scalesprovides the most important
example of how multiple scalescan simultaneously be active in generating a 3-D form percept. Such multiple detectability of bounding edges" grounds" the remainder
of the 3-D form computation and enables all spatial frequencies to share this feature of stereo resolution.
In contrast, only the largest masks can respond to the
most gradual oriented changes in contrast. Such gradual
contrast changes may occur, for example, within the interior luminance gradients of a smoothly shaded, nearby
surface. Thus, the smallest masks can react to the most
narrow range of spatial frequencies, in particular, to high
spatial frequencies. The largest masks can react to high
spatial frequenciesas well as to lower spatial frequencies.
This type of spatial fTequencysensitivity is, in itself, insufficient to distinguish whether size differences of retinal inputs are due to different object sizes or depths (Section 11). The remaining spatial frequency sensitive
mechanisms interact with the spatial frequency sensitivity of the input masks to make this distinction.
A second source of spatial frequency sensitivity at the
input mask stage derives from the positional uncertainty
that subserves orientational tuning of the input masks.
Such positional uncertainty smoothesthe input fTom each
retinal position and can thereby, within a cortex organized
into interleaved ocular dominance columns, give rise to
multiple periodic receptive fields for the simple cells of
the model (Figures 10and 14). Multiple simple cell receptive fields have, for example, been reported in the experiments of Mullikin, Jones, and Palmer (1984) on cat
visual cortex. The theory suggeststhat larger individual
input masks are generatedby a more widespread scatter
of the input pathways corresponding to each retinal position acrossthe field of input masks(Figure 14). This periodic distance-<iependentand spatial frequency sensitive
smoothing of the input provides a framework for rationalizing the successfuluseof the Gabor transform for analysis of the spatial frequency properties of visual cortex
(Daugman, 1980; Gabor, 1946; Kulikowski & Kranda,
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1986; Kulikowski, M~lja,
& Bishop, 1982; Pollen, Andrews, & Feldon, 1978; Pollen & Ronner, 1975, 1981,

vate individual binocular cells. The CC loop solves this
problem as follows.
Outputs from the masking field input to the first com1983).
I assumethat the adaptive filter that carries outputs from petitive stage. A single spatial locus of activation at the
the first stage, F., to the second stage, F1, is self-similar:
masking field can excite a single spatial locus within the
that is, larger receptive fields at F. can broadcast their corresponding spatial scale of the first competitive stage
outputs across a broader expanseof cells at F1. As a result of the CC loop (Figure 15a). In contrast, a pair of disof this correlation, there exist disparities at which pairs parate spatial loci at the masking field can mutually inof large input maskscan converge upon individual binocu- hibit each other's signals using the first competitive stage
lar cells at F1, although pairs of small input masks can- (Figure 15b). Thus, the first competitive stage can supnot converge upon individual binocular cells at the sec- press the boundary signals due to pairs of monocular
ond stage (Figure IS). In other words, there exist boundary signals that are incapable of fusing at the maskdisparities at which large input masks activate a single ing field stage (double images). If, for any reason, one
spatial locus of cells in the masking field, whereas small of a pair of disparate masking field activations is stronger
input masks activate a pair of disparate spatial loci in the than the other, then its BC signal can inhibit the other one
masking field. By combining the different spatial- at the first competitive stage.
frequency sensitivities of input masksand binocular cells,
In summary, a self-similar hierarchical interaction bethe following conclusion may be drawn: Image contrasts tween multiple-scale input masks, masking fields, and
that are sharp enough to activate a pair (left eye, right short-range oriented competition sets the stage for comeye) of high-frequency input masks may be too disparate puting fused binocular boundaries versus rivalrous
to activate individual binocular complex cells. At the same monocular boundaries, thereby mechanistically explicatdisparity, image contrasts that are either sharp or gradual ing the concept of binocular fIlter depicted in Figure 6.
may a<-iivatea pair of low-frequency input masks that can Moreover, although all spatial scales can respond well to
activate individual binocular complex cells. This inter- high spatial frequency contrasts, the larger scalescan fuse
action begins to correlate size differences with disparity large binocular disparities that the smaller scales cannot
differences, but it does not yet cope with the many pairs fuse. All of the interactions summarized above use relaof left and right monocular input masks that cannot acti- tively short-range spatial interactions. As indicated in Section 4, feedbackinteractions betweenthe short-range com~ FUSED
petition and the long-range cooperation of the CC loop
SUPPRESSED
endows the selection of binocularly consistentboundaries
ACTIVITY
~ACT1V1TY
and the suppressionof binocularly discordant boundaries
with properties of completion and coherence. In Section 20 of Grossberg (1987b), it was further suggested
COMPETITIVE-\
that the bipole cells of the CC loop exhibit a property of
STAGE
self-similarity that enables them to fire only in response
to enough scenicevidence. In this section, it was suggested
that the simple cells and their F, -F1 pathways within
the OC fIlter also possessa self-similarity property that
helps to distinguish between object size and object depth.
The property of self-similarity may thus be a rather
.,cOMPLEX
general principle of cortical design that is worthy of more
""",-CELLS
experimental investigation.
Many types of data relating stereopsis mechanisms to
emergent boundary segmentation mechanisms are clariFILTER
fied by the binocular BC System design that is summarized above. For example, Russell (1979) reanalyzed the
data of Lu and Fender (1972), who studied the chromatic
input to stereopsis by using pairs of random dot stereograms
built up from arrays of small colored squares.
R R R
L L L
L
L L LRLR
R R R
These authors varied the luminance of all squares of one
color until depth was perceived. Russell (1979) concluded
(a)
(b)
that "depth was perceived when there was enough signal
~
15. Early stages of binocular fugon and ri'Valry: A low spafrom the enhanced edge detector [read: chromatically
tial frequency channel in (a) can binocularly fuse a pair of monocubroadband boundary detector] to allow the stereopsis
lar images at a fixed disparity that cannot be fused by the high spatial frequency chanIIeI in (b). The fused input in (a) generates a focal
process to calculate depth [read: generate emergent
excitation at the first competitive stage. The disparate monocular
binocular boundaries] from the disparity of the edgesdeinputs in (b) can cancel exb other at the first competitive stage.
tected" (p. 834). Russell calculated that the opponentL-M
These circuits show bow the distinction made in Figure 6 can be
signal is an important component of this boundary detecmecbanistically realized.
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tor, which is consistent with the discussion of complex
cell properties in Section 31 of Grossberg (1987b).
Earle (1985) has shown that the "introduction of
stereoscopic depth effects can destroy the perceptual
salience of both local and global Glass pattern structure
present in a two-dimensional projection. .., can be used
to create novel three-dimensional Glass patterns. .., and
can lead to the perception of both local and global Glass
pattern structure when none is apparent in the twodimensional projection" (p. 551). Such data can be explained as the result of several interacting BC System
processes,notably the OC filter and short-range competitive processesthrough which binocular viewing can selectively fuse binocular boundaries from spatially disparate
pairs of monocular boundaries, parse the fused boundaries into the CC loop spatial scales capable of supporting the fusion, and initiate scale-specific boundary completion and grouping with the other binocular boundaries
that are processed within that scale. Earle went on to say
that his data "are in contradiction of the [primal sketch]
proposals advanced by Marr" (p. 551).
25. Interaction of Binocular Boundaries
with Monocular Syncytia During
Binocular Fusion and Rivalry
Having provided a framework for discussing how
binocular boundary signals are selected and how they
generate outputs from the BC System to the FC System,
I can now deepenthe analysis of how these boundary signals selectively enable some, but not necessarily all, FC
signals to generate the filling-in events that lead to visible percepts. This analysis suggestsseveral new functional
reasons why the FC System is organized into networks
of double~pponent cells interleaved with networks of syncytia. It also supports a neural model of double-opponent
color fields that takes the form of a specialized gated diROlefield (Grossberg, 1976b, 1980). I also show that,
although individual double-opponent cells may have unoriented receptive fields, when a netWork of such cells
processes oriented BC signals and oriented scenic contrasts, it acts like afomz-selecting mechanism, not merely
as a source of veridical color signals. Thus, the several
stages of the FC System elaborate progressively more
sophisticated properties of color and form together due
to their interactions with the BC System. These properties are thus emergent properties of FC System and BC
System interactions, and cannot be understood by an analysis of either system as an independent module.
The starting point of this analysis was outlined in Sections 17 and 18. In Section 17, I suggestedhow abinocular BC signal can generate both filling-in generators
(FIGs) and filling-in barriers (Fffis). It was shown how
monocular FC signals to the monocular syncytia can be
prevented from eliciting output signals unless they interacted with topographically matched FIGs. Thus although
FC signals are topographically broadcast to the syncytia
that process their wavelengths across all spatial scales,
only scales in which a topographic match with boundary
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signals from the BC System occurs can elicit output signals to the binocular syncytium.
In Section 18, I noted that even the ex.istenceof output
signals from a spatial scale of a monocular syncytium does
not guarantee that a percept will be generated by that spatial scale. Within each scale of a binocular syncytium,
pairs of FC output signals from the corresponding
monocular syncytia of the left and right eyes are
topographically matched. Approx.imately matched FC signals can binocularly summate. A monocular FC signal
in the absence of any input from the other eye can also
be registered by the binocular syncytium. However, pairs
of FC signals that are spatially too disparate, or mismatched, can inhibit each other before they can activate
the binocular syncytium. This type of lateral inhibition
is mediatedby the organization of the binocular syncytium
into double-opponent cells: Spatially mismatched FC signals of like wavelength can inhibit each other due to the
on~nter off-surround interaction among like wavelengthsensitive cells within a double-opponent field.
In summary, Sections 17 and 18 described two different ways in which disparity-sensitive processescan contribute to a percept of fonn-and-color-in-depth. I now
show that these interactions of binocular BC signals with
multiple-scale monocular and binocular syncytia also possessother properties that help to explain difficult perceptual data if the syncytia are interleaved with networks of
double-opponent cells.
A core issue can be stated as follows. Suppression of
double images is a fundamental property of binocular vision. Thus, it is an appealing idea that output signals from
the BC System to the FC System occur only after the BC
System has already undergone a binocular matching
process that internally suppressesmany boundaries that
could otherwise have supported perceptsof binocular double images (Section 24). A fonnidable difficulty could
arise from the very property of the BC System that seems
so desirable. The process of suppressing binocular double images synthesizesa single coherent binocular boundary segmentation. If, however. a single binocular boundary structure outputs to the FC System, how can this
segmentation simultaneously suppressa percept from one
eye while supporting a percept from the other eye, asoccurs during binocular rivalry? Moreover, even if one
wished to overturn the idea that a single binocular BC System ex.ists,how could one then explain the large database
concerning the preponderance of binocularly tuned
orientation-selective cells at both early and late stagesof
visual cortical processing?
This issue has already drawn the attention of several
visual scientists (Cogan, 1982; Savoy, 1984). Savoy has
provided a particularly clear discussion of the issue as a
basis for some of his important experiments on interocular transfer of the McCollough effect. These experiments
led Savoy to reject a model in which a single "binocular
achromatic spatial system" (read BC System) inputs to
a pair of monocular "pre-color systems" (read FC System). Savoy (1984) went on to write: "There is also no
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way to account for binocular rivalry in either spatial or
color systems. ...Some of these connections might have
other implications, such as might be relevant to another
major issue that is beyond the scope of the present class
of models-stereopsis" (p. 575).
I support Savoy's intuitions below by showing how a
theory capable of analyzing binocular rivalry and stereopsis can also account for interocular transfer properties of
the McCollough effect (Section 29). On the other hand,
I do this using a variant of the very type of model that
Savoy has rejected. The possibility of reconciling these
ostensibly contradictory elementsarises from the detailed
properties of the microprocesses and hierarchical interactions of the BC System and FC System, notably from
the way in which binocular FIGs and FIBs regulate fillingin syncytia interleaved with double-opponent fields.
To see how to proceed, let us focus upon the following
example. Consider a time when the left-eye input due to
a Kaufman stereogram (Section 2) is being suppresseddue
to binocular rivalry. The 45° -oblique dark parallel lines
of the left image are then suppressed while the 135°oblique dark parallel lines of the right image are visible.
In Sec~~on4, I argued that, when this happens, the 135°oblique BC signals suppress the 45 ° -oblique BC signals
within the CC loop. Then the 135°-oblique BC signals
generate FIGs to both the left monocular syncytium and
the right monocular syncytium (Section 17). Why cannot the 135°-oblique FIGs generate output signals from
the left monocular syncytium in response to its 45 °oblique FC input signals?Why can the 135°-oblique FIGs
generate output signals from the right monocular syncytium in response to its 135°-oblique FC input signals?
Since the syncytial interactions within the monocular syncytium are unoriented, how can the FC System act as if
it contained orientation-specific cells when it receives
oriented BC signals? Figure 16 schematizes my solution
of this basic problem.
Opponent processing occurs among the wavelengthsensitive FC cells that input to the monocular syncytium.
Consequently, a spatial contrast in the wavelengths to
which the cells are sensitive can cause an FC ON input
as well as a spatially contiguous FC OFF input
(Figure 16a). These ON and OFF signals generate inputs
to distinct monocular ON and OFF syncytia, where they
initiate featural filling-in. If a FIG inputs to a syncytial
position that is located between the ON and OFF FC inputs, then filling-in due to the ON signal will occur to
one side of the FIG and filling-in due to the OFF signal
will occur to the other side of the FIG. If no FIG signal
is interpolated betweenthe ON and OFF inputs, however,
then filling-in due to both signals will spread over similar positions within the ON and OFF syncytia.
Each syncytium gives rise to topographically organized
output signals. The output signals of ON and OFF syncytia compete at each position before generating a net FC
output signal to the binocular syncytium (Figure 16b). If
a FIG is spatially interpolated between the ON and OFF
input signals, then a net FC ON signal can be generated
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Figure 16. Spatial correlation between ON and OFF FC input signals with fiG signab detemlines whether FC output signab will be
generated: (a) A spatial discontinuity in the scenic input pattern
causes correlated ON and OFF reactions within opponent FC input
Imtbways. (b) ~
opponent reIM:tiom excite opponent ON and OFF
syncytia at spatially contiguous positions. Lateral rilling-in due to
these ON and OFF inputs occurs within the ON and OFF syncytia
(connected rectangles) except ac~
locations where fiG inputs are
registered. Opponent competition between the ON and OFF syncytia at each position determines the net FC output signal.

to the binocular syncytium (Figure 17a). If no FIG interpolates the ON and OFF input signals, then the ON FC
output signal can be inhibited by opponent competition
from the filled-in activity pattern within the OFF monocular syncytium (Figure 17b).
Figure 17 shows how opponent processing at each position of the inputs and outputs of the ON and OFF syncytia can generate output signals or not, depending upon
the location of a FIG input signal to both syncytia.
Figure 18 uses these properties to help explain the rivalrous percept seenduring ins~tion of the Kaufman steroogram, and more generally the nonselective nature of
rivalry suppression. Two casesarise: The boundary synthesized by the BC System is either perpendicular to or
parallel to the contour of ON and OFF FC inputs received
by the monocular syncytia.
When the FIG signals and the FC input signals are spatially in-phase(Figure lSa), the ON monocular syncytium
can generateFC output signals to the binocular syncytium
all along the extent of the FIG, as in Figure 17a. When
the FIG signals and the FC input signals are perpendicu-
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lar (Figure 18b), the filled-in activities within the ON and
OFF syncytia can mutually inhibit eachother's output signals via opponent processing, as in Figure 17b. Thus,
although the receptive fields of individual syncytial and
opponent processing cells may be unoriented, networks
of these cells respond to oriented combinations of FC and
BC input patterns with orientation- and fonn-sensitive
properties. In particular, if the boundary selected at a
given moment by the BC System parallels the monocular
FC data from a given eye, then these data can generate
input signals to the binocular syncytium for further
processing into a visible percept. If this boundary is perpendicular to, or even sufficiently oblique, with respect
to the monocular FC data from the other eye, these data
are suppressedbefore they can input to the binocular syncytium. If the orientation of the boundary flips due to
habituative-competitive-cooperativeinteractions within the
CC loop (Section 9), then the previously suppressedeye's
FC data can activate the binocular syncytium.

26. Interaction of Double-OplK»nentNetworks
with Binocular Boundary Signals
The opponent processing properties illustrated in
Figures 16-18 can be usedto analyzea variety of paradoxical psychophysicaldataaboutbinocular rivalry and
the McCollougheffect. To form a bridge to thesedata.
it is first necessaryto integratethe opponentprocessing
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Figure 17. Opponent pr(JC~ing of filled-in activity patterns in
on- and off-syncytia generat~ spatially adjacent on- and off-Qutput
signalsif a FIG signal is properly placed,as in (a), but not if fillingin pnJC~ unimpeded, as in (b).
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Figure 18. Two-dime[~ional overlap of a flG contoW"aDda contoW"of correlated ON and OFF inputs to opponent ON aDd OFF
syncytia determines whether output signals will beemitted by the
syncytia: (a) If a flG input (solid line) interpolatesON ( +) and OFF
( -) inputs, FC output signab from the ON syncytium aDdthe OFF
syncytium, respectively,can be generatedfrom op~te sidesof the
flG. (b) If ON ( +) aDdOft' ( -) FC inputs are not interpolated
by a flG input (solid line), the filled-in activities within tbe ON aDd
OFF syncytia can cancl~1eachother's output signals.

properties of the ON and OFF syncytia into a more complete scheme of double-opponent processing. This can be
done by combining the analyses of monocular syncytial
interactions found in Sections 17 and 25.
Section 17 argued that spatial discontinuities of the
filled-in activity pattern across a monocular syncytium can
generate FC output signals by being passed through a
shunting on-center off-surround network filter. This type
of lateral inhibition preventsthe filter from generating outputs to the binocular syncytium unless a FIG is present
to generate such a spatial discontinuity. Shunting lateral
inhibition across positions and within a single syncytial
channel mediates this property. Section 25 argued that,
in addition, subtractive lateral inhibition within positions
and across opponent syncytial channels mediates spatially
correlated ON and OFF reactions. These reactions prevent the flIter from generating outputs to the binocular
syncytium unless a FIG interpolates the spatial pattern of
ON and OFF FC inputs to the monocular syncytium. This
total network architecture for processing the inputs and
outputs of the monocular syncytium obeys the rules of
a gateddipole field: shunting on~nter off-surround interactions occur within the ON subfield and within the OFF
subfield; subtractive opponent interactions occur between
positionally matched ON and OFF cells.
If a pair of ON and OFF subfields is identified with
an opponent channel for red-green, blue-yellow, or whiteblack processing, then such a gated dipole field possesses
the properties of a network of double-opponent cells. For
example, identifying red with the ON channel and green
with the OFF channel enables us to conclude that a red
ON activation inhibits nearby red ON activations via
shunting lateral inhibition within the ON subfield. In addition, a red ON activation also inhibits a green OFF activation at the same position via subtractive opponent inhibition. Thus, our analysis of the functional properties
neededto suppress binocularly discordant FC signals has
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led to a totally new viewpoint for understanding why color
processing is organized into networks of double-opponent
cells. This analysis also suggests that three pairs (redgreen, blue-yellow, black-white) of monocular syncytia
and double-opponent networks exist within each spatial
scale of the FC System, and that FIG signals from each
spatial scale of the BC System are topographically
registered at all six monocular syncytia of that spatial
scale.
The interpretation of ON and OFF processing in terms
of double-opponent cells suggeststhat the terms ON and
OFF are relative. For example, a red (green) signal is
an ON signal to its own syncytium and an OFF signal
to the green (red) syncytium. Only in the caseof the chromatically broadband white-black system does the terminology ON and OFF have an absolute significance, since
only the white system is activated by external inputs. Output signals from the black system are activated due to disinhibition of internally generated tonic actvity. Thus,
although there exists a tendency to symmetry in the
double-opponent network of red versus green and blue
versus yellow, the white versus black system contains a
manif~st asymmetry due to the fact that only the white
subsystem is activated by external inputs. One manifestation of this asymmetry was observed by Livingstone and
Hubel (1984a), who reported that "on-center cells outnumbered off-center cells by more than two to one"

and the time during the suppression phase when a test
probe is presented (Fox & Check, 1972). These data refine the conclusion of Wales and Fox (1970) that "rivalry
suppression. ..nonselectively attenuates all classes of
inputs falling within the spatial boundaries of the suppressed target" (p 90). On the other hand, the average
duration of a suppression phase varies inversely with the
strength of the suppressedimage. Doubling the contrast
of a rivalry stimulus can almost halve the length of time
that the image is suppressed (Blake, 1977), and adding
strength to an already suppressed image can abbreviate
the duration of suppression (Blake & Fox, 1974). A viable theory of binocular rivalry must explain how a variable duration of suppression can coexist with a constant
depth of suppression over a wide range of stimulus conditions.
The presenttheory explains the variable duration of suppressionas a consequenceof five interacting factors. First,
the oriented receptive fields of the BC System are sensitive to amount-of-contrast near scenic edges. Thus, more
contrastive scenic edges generate larger BC System signals, other things being equal. Second, the rate of habituation of the transmitter gates in active feedback pathways of the CC loop (Section 9) depends upon the size
of the signals in these active pathways. Habituation takes
place more rapidly if the signals are larger. Thus, CC
loop pathways that are activated by larger contrasts will
(p. 321).
tend to habituate faster. This property clarifies why
Modeling double-opponent networks as gated dipole switching rate is sensitive to contrast, but it also brings
fields also clarifies how negative aftereffects of color or into focus the mechanistic issue that makes these datahard
luminance can be generated by antagonistic rebounds due to explain.
to sudden offset of previously sustainedinputs (Grossberg,
Why does not the amount of rivalry suppression also
1976b, 1980). Correlated rebounds within the gated di- vary continuously with the amount of habituation? How
pole fields of the CC loop (Section 9) and the gated di- can habituation take place continuously and in an activitypole fields of the FC System are both needed to initiate
dependent fashion, yet switching itself be an all-or-none
the boundary completion, double-opponent, and filling-in
process? These questions motivate my third point. The
events that organize the negative afterin1age into a visiproperty of all-or-none switching is controlled by the nonble percept.
linear feedback dynamics of short-term-memory storage
In summary, eachFC input to the monocular syncytium within the CC loop. The transmitter gates multiply the
is topographically broadcastto all the subsyncytia, across positive feedback signals to the competing orientations
all spatial scales, which process its wavelength. Thus, red within the CC loop (Section 9). As a transmitter gate
FC inputs activate the red syncytia of all spatial scales. habituates within its active pathway, the amount of posiIn contrast, each FIG is topographically broadcast to all tive feedback tt.at the pathway supplies to its orientation
the syncytia within its spatial scale, irrespective of their decreasescontinuously through time. On the other hand,
wavelength sensitivity. Thus, a FIG output from a high this process is only one of several factors that control the
spatial frequency BC System scale is registered at all the switching properties of the CC loop. The feedback inter(red, green), (blue, yellow), and (white, black:)syncytia actions that enable the CC loop to overcome initial oriencorresponding to that spatial scale. Then double-opponent tational uncertainty and to choose a globally sharp and
networks process the outputs from all pairs of opponent coherent boundary also endow the CC loop with propersyncytia on their way to the binocular syncytium.
ties of hysteresis. Consequently, the winning orientations
do not gradually shut off due to habituation; rather, a time
27. PsychophysicalProperties of
is reached when the cumulative habituation of the transBinocular Rivalry
mitter gates in the active pathways has so attenuated the
It has beenshownthatthe depthof suppression
during transmitter-gated feedback signals in these pathways that
binocular rivalry is independentof a variety of proper- the network's hysteresisis suddenly overcome. The previties of the contralateraleye's rivalry target, suchas its ously suppressedorientations can then win the competiorientation(Blake & Lema, 1978),its contrast(Blake & tion and begin to cooperatively group into a new boundCamisa, 1979),its luminance(Hollins & Bailey, 1981), ary configuration. Extensive computer and mathematical
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analysesof all-or-none switching due to continuous habituation of transmitter gates can be found in Carpenter and
Grossberg (1983. 1984, 1985), where a physically distinct, but functionally related, model of a gateddipole field
is characterized. In summary. although the transmitter
habituation within the CC loop is continuous. its switching behavior is discrete.
Fourth. the FIG signals are nonlinear functions. in fact
S-shaped functions, of BC System activity (Cohen &
Grossberg, 1984a). After a boundary segmentation becomes active within the CC loop. its FIG signals to the
FC System approximate binary on-off signals. Fifth,
whenever FIG signals do not interpolate the spatial pattern of FC inputs to the monocular syncytium. the output
signals from the syncytium are nonspecifically attenuated
(Section 25). In particular. Figure 18 illustrates that all
orientations of monocular FC-input patterns that are not
parallel to. and even interpolated by, a FIG contour are
suppressed.Thus. due to interactionsbetweenthe BC System and the FC System. binocular rivalry can exhibit perceptual properties of nonspecific suppressioneven though
the computations within the BC System are oriented.
Unoriented suppressionmay also arise directly from BC
Systemproperties. The first competitive stage inhibits like
orientations at nearby positions. whereasthe secondcompetitive stage inhibits perpendicular. and close-toperpendicular. orientations at the same position
(Figure 2). Thus, a rivalry paradigm that does not control the relative spatial phasesof its images may generate
inhibition that seems to be unoriented because the combined effects of both competitive stagesin responseto such
a paradigm can inhibit a broad band of orientations.
In summary. the theory suggests explanations for a
number of important psychophysical results concerning
binocular rivalry, using properties whereby the BC System generates sharp coherent boundaries with hysteretic
properties that selectively attenuatebinocularly discordant
features via interactions with FC System filling-in syncytia interleaved with double-opponent networks. Other
properties of rivalry are explained below, using the same
mechanisms.
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tection thresholds for each of three viewing conditions:
(1) monocular nonrivalry-the
right eye was occluded
with a black patch; (2) binocular rivalry during the lefteye dominance phase; and (3) binocular rivalry during the
left-eye suppressionphase. The s~tral sensitivity functions for the nonrivalry control condition and the
dominance phase of binocular rivalry were similar, with
three sensitivity peaks at about 440 nm (blue), 530 nm
(green), and 610 nm (red). The spectral sensitivity curve
during the suppression phase of binocular rivalry was
unimodal with a single broad peak. near 550 nm and a
shapethat fit the mean spectral sensitivity function determined by a flicker method under nonrivalry conditions.
This sensitivity function implicates an active achromatic
channel during the suppression phase.
The nonspecific attenuation of double-opponent signals
can be explained as in Section 26. The sparing of achromatic signals raises a number of subtle issues concerning
differences betWeenthe temporal and spatial parameters
of chromatic and achromatic channels and their interactions even at early processing stages (King-Smith, 1975).
I have already mentioned herein one theoretical property
that may significantly contribute to this result: the asymmetry within the white-black achromatic system that was
noted in Section 26. If OFF signals from the black syncytium cannot completely inhibit ON signals from the
white syncytium, then FC signals may be generated from
an achromatic monocular syncytium, even if no FIG is
collinear with the achromatic input. On the other hand,
in order for a FC output signal to be generated from the
white syncytium, the filled-in activity within the white syncytium due to the test flash must be significantly larger
than the resting syncytial activity within the white syncytium on the other side of some FIG. This is true becauseof the basic property that a syncytium cannot generate an output signal unless there is a spatial discontinuity
in its filled-in activity pattern. This FIG may be generated by activation of the other eye and need not be collinear with the test flash. The explanation thus uses, in
an essential way, the property that binocular FIG signals
reach the monocular syncytia of both eyes.
The explanation also clarifies why varying properties
such as the duration of a brief test flash during the sup28. Chromatic Suppressionand Achromatic
pression phasedoes not significantly influence its detecSparing During Binocular Rivalry
Smith, Levi. Harwerth. and White (1982) have tability (Hollins & Bailey, 1981; Wales & Fox, 1970).
described psychophysical dataconcerning the suppression The criterion for detectability is essentially "structural":
of colored flashes during binocular rivalry. They discov- Is an FC output signal generated from a monocular synered that binocular rivalry nonspecifically attenuates cytium after syncytial filling-in and double-opponentcompetition occur? Unless the flash can overcome the hysteopponent-color information but sparesachromatic inforresis of the active binocular boundary, the answer will
mation. To clarify the issues raised by their data. a brief
not substantially change.
summary of the experiment is given.
Their rivalry stimuli were high-contrast square-wave
gratings that had a fundamental spatial frequency of 2.8 29. The McCoUoughEffect: Monocular and
cycles per degree and were presented separately to the Binocular Properties
In this section, I use the same mechanisms to suggest
two eyes at perpendicular orientations of 450 and 1350.
A rectangular test stimulus. .40 x .80 in size, was a unified explanation of the following phenomena: why,
projected as 20-msec flashes to the center of the left eye. under monocular presentationconditions. the McCoUough
An ascending method of limits was used to estimate de- effect does not transfer interocularly (McCoUough, 1965;
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LEFT
RIGHT
LEFT
Murch, 1972;White, Petry,Riggs,& Miller, 1978);why
RIGHT
subsequentviewing of achromaticgratings of the same
spatial frequencyand orientationspeedsup the decay,or
"extinction," of the effect (Savoy,1984; Skowbo,Tim01
0)
ney, Gentry,& Morant, 1975);why this type of "extinction" doesnot transferinterocularly (Savoy, 1984);and
why the McCollougheffectdependsuponthe durationof
exposureratherthan uponthe numberof exposuresto inducing stimuli (Skowbo& White, 1983). All of the data
emphasizemonocularpropertiesof the McCollougheffect. Explainingthe McCollougheffectis complicatedby
the following types of binocular properties.
bl
bl
Vidyasagar(1976)has shownthat individuals may be
trained to experienceopposite McCollough effects in
responseto monocularlyand binocularly presentedim(BI
(AI
ages.White et al. (1978)havereportedfour experiments
thatdiscovereda numberof demandingbinoculareffects.
In ExperimentI (Figure 19A), they comparedbinocular
LEFT
RIGHT
RIGHT
Lt;FT
rivalry and no-rivalry conditionsof inspection.In both
conditions,subjectsfocusedupona fixation pointas their
left eyes were exposedto magentaverticals alternating
0)
with greenhorizontals.In the no-rivalry group,the right 0)
eye wasexposedto an achromatichomogeneous
field. In
the binocular rivalry group, the right eye was exposed
to an achromatic"jazzy" patternof varying contrastive
shapes.The strengthof aftereffecttestedwith the left eye
dependedupon the duration of the inspection phase,
regardlessof the subject'sfailure to seethe coloredgrating during binocular suppressionby the jazzy pattern. bl
b)
These data raise the issue of whether there exists a
wavelength-sensitivestageprior to the stageat which a
rivalry-sensitive conscious percept is generated.
Moreover, if sucha stagedoes exist, then why are its
(CI
CD)
adaptationalmechanismsstill active during the suppression phaseof rivalry?
In ExperimentII (Figure 19B), binocular differentFigure 19. Stimuli I.d by White, Petry, Rias, aod Miller (1m):
cooditiom or tbeir Experiment I: In either cooditioo,
color and like~olor conditionswerestudied.In bothcon- (A) ~
the left eye views alternating magenta (M) aod green (G) gratings.
ditions, the left eye wasexposedto alternatingmagenta In
Condition a (rivalry), the right eye viewsan Khromatic "jazzy"
verticals and greenhorizontals.In the like~olor condi- J8tiern. In Condition b (no rivalry), the right eye viewsan Khrotion, the right eye wasexposedto homogeneous
colored matic IMIIooK-- firJd. (8) IIBI-dioo cooditiom of ~
immt II:
fields whose color matchedthat of the stripespresented (a) Dift'ennt..:olor condition-Presentation or a magenta (M) verwith a bomoIeDeom green (G)
simultaneouslyto the left eye. In the different~olor con- tic3I grating to the left eye ~
field to the right eye, alternated with a green grating ~
with
dition, the right eyewasexposedto homogeneous
colored a homogeneousmagentafield. (b) Like-allor condition-Magenta
fields whose color was opposedto that of the stripes vertical grating ~
with a bomogeIJeOCM
magentafield alternates
with a bomogeIJeOCM
greenfield. (C) Inpresentedsimultaneouslyto the right eye. The right eye with a greengrating ~
was thentestedwith achromaticstripedpatterns.In the spectjoocooditiom or Experiment m: (a) DiII'~-a*K"/dillennt~
-~
of a D-aBda(M)~
gratlike~olor condition,normal aftereffectswere observed; orient8tioo
ing to the left eye ~
with a green (G) vertical grating to the
for example,a green aftereffectto achromaticvertical right eye alternated with a green vertical grating ~
with a
lines wasobservedif the left eye inspectedmagentaver- magenta horizontal grating. (b) Like-color/lik~rientation
-GrftD vertical gratinp alternated with magentah0rizonticals while the right eye inspecteda homogeneous ~
gratings. (0) Inspection condition~or Experiment IV: (a) Likemagentafield. In the different~olor condition, reversed tal
coIor/dift'ennt-orientation condition. Presentationor a green (G)
aftereffectswere observed;for example,a magentaaf- borirontal grating to the left eye~
with a green vertical grattereffectto achromaticvertical lines wasobservedif the ing to the right eye, alternated with a magenta(M) vertical grating
left eye inspectedmagentaverticals while the right eye paired with a magentaborirontal grating. (b) Dill'ennt..:olor/likewith a green
inspecteda homogeneousgreenfield. The strengthand orientation condition -Magenta vertical grating ~
vertical grating alternated with a green borirontal grating paired
persistenceof this reversedaftereffectwere not as great with a magenta bofi7A)DtaIgrating. From "BiIKx:ular Inte~OIlS During Establishmentof McCollough Effe£ts" by K. D. White. H. M.
as thoseof normal aftereffects.
White et al. (1978)comparedthis result with MacKay Petry. L. A. Riggs. andJ. Miller. 1978. Vision Research,18. 1201and MacKay's (1973, 1975)reports that whenan achro- 1215. Copyright 1978by PergamonPress. Reprintedby pennission.
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matic grating was presented to one eye and a homogeneous colored field was presented to the other eye, testing
of the former eye led to a reversed aftereffect whereas
testing of the latter eye led to a normal aftereffect. White
et al. (1978) discuss some of the problems that other investigators have had in replicating these results. Savoy
(personal communication, 1985)has replicated thesedata.
The results of Experiment U raise the issue of how a
homogeneouscolored field can energize aftereffects that
are sensitive to orientations presented through the other
eye, and thus are strongly influenced by binocular rivalry,
unlike the aftereffects found in Experiment I. Also, why
do these binocularly mediated orientations generateaftereffects that are contingent upon the color of the homogeneous colored field rather than upon the color of the inspection grating? [n other words, why does the orientation
transfer binocularly but not the color? On the other hand,
why, in studies that use achromatic gratings to one eye,
such as MacKay and MacKay's (1973, 1975), is there a
tendency for the opposite color to transfer binocularly?
These issues are dramatized by Experiment ill
(Figure 19C), in which a different-color/differentorientation condition is compared with a like-color/likeorientation condition. Subjectswere testedwith monocular
achromatic gratings as well as with binocular achromatic
gratings. The binocular test score was greater than each
of the monocular test scores following inspection in the
like-color/like-orientation condition. In contrast, the
monocular scores were both greater than the binocular
score following the different-color/different-orientation
inspection condition. These data illustrate that rivalry both
of orientations and of colors needs to be taken into account in order to analyze binocular transfer effects.
Experiment IV (Figure 190) provided more information about this interaction by also considering likecolor/different-orientation
and different-color/likeorientation conditions. Monocularly tested aftereffects
were weakest after inspection in the like-color/differentorientation condition.
My discussion builds upon previous analyses (Grossberg, 1980, 1983b) in which I showed how interactions
between an adaptive filter and a double-opponent gated
dipole field could generate long-term c010r-contingent
aftereffects. These analyses linked the existence of
McCollough-type effects to general mechanismsof visual
information processingbefore the BC Systemand FC System were discovered. I now outline how these general
mechanisms can explain all of the above data properties
when they are embedded within the network in Figure 1
that is introduced herein.
Adaptational properties consistent with McColIougheffect data are generated within the FC System pathways
from the monocular preprocessing stagesto the monocular syncytia and from the monocular syncytia to the
binocular syncytia (Figure 1). The total network architecture modulates the processing within these FC System
pathways. To understand how these properties arise, first
one needsto know what the adaptational mechanismsare
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and then one needsto know how the total network modulates these mechanisms.
These mechanisms have beendescribed elsewhere and
are the same mechanisms that have been used to discuss
negative afterimages in this article: "Pattern-contingent
colored aftereffects can also be generated in a dipole field.
Supposethat a prescribedfield of feature detectorsis color
coded. Let the on-cells be maximally turned on by red
light and the off-cells be maximally turned on by green
light for definiteness. Then white light will excite both
on-cells and off-cells; that is, white light acts like an adaptation level in this situation. Suppose that a red input
whose features are extracted by the field is turned on long
enough to substantially deplete its transmitter. What happens if a white light replaces the red input on test trials?
The depletion caused by the prior red input now causes
the white adaptation level to generate a larger gated signal to the green channel, so a green pattern-contingent
aftereffect will be generated" (Grossberg, 1980. p. 22).
How can the long duration of McCollough aftereffects
be explained? Before the BC Systemand FC Systemwere
discovered, two types of mechanisms were suggested to
explain how the persistenceof these aftereffects could extend long beyond the time of recovery from the transmitter habituation process. One of these mechanisms used
the contrast-enhancementand short-term-memory properties of recurrent on-center off-surround networks (Grossberg, 1980. p. 22). These properties are now relegated
to the CC loop of the BC System. The other mechanism
is advocatedhere for the FC System: "The imbalance due
to asymmetric habituationcan also be encoded in the L TM
traces due to the property that a decrease in postsynaptic
STM activity can causea decreasein L TM strength. Such
an L TM change is not a case of associative learning due
to CS-UCS (conditioned stimulus, unconditioned stimulus) contiguity. Rather, it is a case of retuning feature detectors to their trigger input patterns. Thus habituation
within a nonclassical opponent process interacting with
a non-Hebbian adaptive filter [cf. Section 23Jcan explain
McCollough effect properties as manifestations of a basic
processing design" (Grossberg, 1983b, p. 680).
These general mechanisms are specialized within the
FC System as follows. The pathways from the monocular preprocessing stages to the monocular syncytia and
from the monocular syncytia to the binocular syncytia are
assumed to contain non-Hebbian L TM traces that multiplicatively gate the signals in their respective pathways
(cf. Section 23). The collection of all the adaptive pathways from a monocular preprocessing stage to a monocular syncytium comprises an adaptive filter. So too does
the collection of all the adaptive pathways from a monocular syncytium to a binocular syncytium. These adaptive
filters work together with double-opponent networks to
process output signals on their way to the next syncytial
stage. The primary function of the adaptive filters is to
maintain selective contacts between FC System cells that
code the same positions and colors; thus red cells map
into red cells. green cells map into green cells, and so
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on, at correspondingpositionsdueto the adaptivetuning
carried out by the LTM traces.
Since eachdouble-opponentnetworkis a gateddipole
field, its pathwayscontainhabituativetransmittersthat
multiplicatively gatethe signalscarried by the pathway.
Thus,the adaptivefilter pathwaysare doublygated:first,
by habituative transmitters that regulate the opponent
balancebetweencoupledON and OFF channels,notably
their antagonisticrebounds;and second,by non-Hebbian
L TM traces which slowly track the habituativelygated
signalsand doublygatethesesignalson theirway to their
target syncytium.
Using this combinationof double-opponentand nonHebbianadaptivefilter processing,I now show how the
global anatomyof BC SystemandFC Systeminteractions
enablesdifferent scenic inputsto activatecombinations
of FC Systempathwaysthat are sensitiveto the orientations of sceniccontrasts.SinceeachFC Systempathway
is also selective for color (red -red, green -green,
etc.), a pathway that is activatedby a particular scenic
orientationautomaticallycorrelatesthat orientationwith
the color systemin whichthe pathwayis found.This type
of corr~lated adaptationis not classicalconditioning, in
agreement with previous experimental work on the
McCollough effect (McCarter & Silver, 1977; Savoy,
1984; Skowbo,1984;Skowbo& Forster, 1983;Skowbo
& White, 1983).
Some McCollough effect datacan be analyzedusing
propertiesof the adaptivereactionswithin individual FC
Systempathways,without regard to the spatialpatterning of thesepathways.For example,persistentinput to
an FC Systempathwaycanhabituateits transmittergate.
The total amountof habituationcovaries with the duration of the input, sincethe total habituationis a cumulative process.This property is consistentwith the dataof
SkowboandWhite (1983),who showedthatthe strength
of the McCollougheffectdependsuponthe duration, not
the number,of exposures.If the input to a pathwaypersists long enoughfor a cumulative habituationto occur
within its transmittergate,then-becauseit obeysa nonHebbianassociativelaw-the slowly varying LTM trace
along the pathway sensesthe persistentdecreasein its
transmitter-gatedsignal and also begins to decrease
(Figure 20). Thus, the LTM changeis also sensitiveto
the duration of the signal. This LTM change can,
however. endure long after the transmitter habituation
recovers.
The opponentorganizationof the FC Systempathways
clarifies how an achromaticinput can elicit a long-term
opponent-coloraftereffect,yet howrepeatedpresentation
of the achromaticinputcan extinguishthe aftereffect(Savoy, 1984; Skowboet al., 1975). Suppose,for definiteness,that prior input to an ON pathwayhas previously
causedsubstantialtransmitterhabituationanddecreaseof
the pathway's LTM trace. Supposethat the transmitter
has already recoveredfrom its habituationbut that the
LTM trace has not beenretrained (Figure 21). Let an
achromaticscenicedgegenerateequalsignalswithin the
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Figure 20. Interaction betweensustaiinedFC signal, habituating
transmitter gate, long-tenu-memory Ol.TM) trace, and opponent
competition betweenON and OFF cballlDels:A s~
FC training signal to tbe ON channel causesa clJJDulativebabituation of its
transmitter. The L TM trace slowly tracks tbe transmitter-gated FC
signal-(FC signal) times (transmitter)-and also decreases.The
L TM trace remains small evenafter the transmitter recovers. The
net signal from this patbway equals(FC signal) times (transmitter)
times (L TM b'ace). Net signab from tbe ON and OFF channelscompete subtractively to generate outputs to the next FC stage.

ON pathway and its corresponding OFF pathway. Then,
the smaller L TM-trace gates the signal in the previously
habituated pathway. Consequently, the opponent OFF
pathway delivers a larger L TM-gated input, and a longterm opponent~olor aftereffect is generated. Suppose that
this white input is persistently presented. Then, equal
amounts of cumulative transmitter habituation are caused
in the opponent channels and their L TM traces equalize
by tracking these equalized transmitter-gated signals. In
this way, a white input trains equal L TM -gated signals
within the opponentchannelsand the aftereffect is actively
extinguished .
I now discuss how different combinations of scenic images can selectively activate different subsetsof FC System pathways in a manner that mimrnicks monocular and
binocular McCollough effect data. The core issue is, of
course, why the McCollough effect is orientationsensitive. Remarkably, orientation-sensitive aftereffects
can be generated even if none of the FC Systemcells possessesan oriented receptive field. In the subsequentdiscussion, I separate the properties of orientation-sensitive
aftereffects that can arise from nonoriented FC System
cells from the properties of orientation-sensitive after-
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Oriented receptive fields can also exist in the pathways
from the monocular preprocessing stagesto the monocular syncytia. Oriented cells are, for example, known to
BRIEF
exist in cat retinal ganglion cells (Leventhal & Schall,
FC TEST
1983; Levick & Thibos, 1982), cat lateral geniculatecells
SIGNAL
(Daniels, Norman, & Pettigrew, 1977; Vidyasagar &
Urbas, 1982), and monkey lateral geniculate cells (Lee,
Creutzfeldt, & Elepfandt, 1979).
TRANSMITTER
Orientation-sensitive responses within the FC System
GATE
may be generated in either of two ways if all FC System
cells possessunoriented receptive fields. The first mechanism can influence only pathways from the monocular
L TM GATE
syncytia to the binocular syncytia. The second mechanism
can influence pathways from the monocular preprocessing stagesto the monocular syncytia and from the monocular syncytia to the binocular syncytia. The first mechaDOUBLY
nism is based upon the fact that the BC System is
GATED FC
organized into ocular dominance columns and orientlltionSIGNAL
ally tuned hypercolurnns (Section 22 and Figure 10).
Different orientlltions corresponding to a given retinal p0OUTPUT
sition are coded at slightly different hypercolumn posiAFTER
tions. Different orientations thus send FIG signals to
OPPONENT
slightly different cells within the monocular syncytium.
COMPETITION
These cells can, in turn, activate slightly different FC SysTIME
tem pathways to the binocular syncytium. Consequently,
Figure 21. ~neration or a long-tenDcolor aftereffect: After the the orientlltional tuning within the BC System may intransmitter in Figure 20 recovers. the L TM trace in ttle ON chan- directly cause orientlltionally sensitive retuning of the
nel can remain small. A brier test signal that equally excitesboth
adaptive filter betweenthe monocular and binocular synopponent channels(e.g.. white) can causeminor. but equal, babitcytia by causing statistically significant differences in the
uatjoo or the b"almnitters. However, gatingor the signal by the L TM
traces generatesa larger net signal in the OFF channeilihan the ON spatial patterning of FC System pathways that are actichannel. After opponent competition, the OFF channel generates vated by different orientations. This type of mechanism
an output FC signal.
can also operate when BC Systemcells are selectively activated by oriented edgesmoving in prescribed directions.
effects that can arise from oriented FC Systemcells. This
The second mechanismcannotcause orientlltionalIy senseparation is conceptually necessarybecausethe relative
sitive adaptlltion in response to moving scenic edges. It
proportion of nonoriented-to-oriented FC System cells
is effective only when stlltic images are presented in a
may vary across species, or oriented cells may be totally
prescribed spatial relation to a fixation point. This mechaabsent, without our denying the ex-istenceof orientationnism uses the property that orientationally sensitive FIG
sensitive aftereffects.
signals can group the color signals from adapted and
Oriented receptive fields can, in principle, exist within
nonadapted pathways into oriented regions for featural
the FC System at any of several stages. For example, a filling-in. Figure 22 schematizes regions in which red,
double-opponent gated dipole field transfonns the activior magentll (M), green (G), or both (A) adaptlltions octies of a monocular syncytium to output signals to a cur within the FC System due to alternate monocular
binocular syncytium (Section 26). This gated dipole field
presentlltionsof red verticals and green horizontals. When
may, in principle, possessorientation-sensitive cells. Eviachromatic verticals are presented,they causevertical FIG
dence for this possibility could, for example, include the signals to divide the syncytia into vertical filling-in dodiscovery of orientation-sensitive cells that receive inputs mains. Due to adaptlltion of the red-coded FC System
from area 17 blobs and output to color-coded area 18 pathways, the red filling-in is weaker than the green
stripes. Such orientational tuning could facilitate the filling-in. After opponent processing occurs, a green verbinocular matching of monocular inputs from pairs of
tical aftereffect can be generated. For the same reason,
monocular syncytia before the matched inputs could ac- a red horizontal aftereffect can be generated. The achrotivate the binocular filling-in process (Section 18). If the matic (A) regions do not contribute to the aftereffects,
output signals from the monocular syncytia are both orien- because their pathways are equally adapted in both directationally tuned and chromatically tuned, then the habitu- tions (assuming all FC Systemcells are nonoriented). The
ative and LTM-trace changes described above would all
FIG-induced organization of the syncytia into vertical or
depend upon both the orientation and the color of the horizontal domainsenables oppositechromatic aftereffects
stimuli, yet would not be due to classical conditioning of to fill in over the chromatically neutral (A and BI) regions
orient2.tion to color.
when the orientlltion of the FIG signals is reversed. BeOFF C~IANNEL
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Fagure22. Alternate viewing or green (G) and black horizontal
bars and magenta (M) and black vertical bars can causea lattice
or chromatically adapted regions to emerge: R, G, achromatic or
equally adapted (A), and black (81). The stippled regions indicate
positions where chromatic adaptation OC(,un.Horizontal hatcbed
areasadapt to green,and vertical hatcbed areasadapt to magenta.
Viewing or achromatic horizontal test bars can generateboundary
contoun that enable G and A regions to fill in over exh white bar
within the G syncytium, thereby generatingan uniDtemlpted band
or green moncM:warsyncytia! activity. In addition, the white input
enabl~ M and A regions to fill in over exh white bar within the
M syncytium. Becausethe green FC patbways are adapted, after
opponent processingtak~ place, horizontal bandsor magenta FC
output signals are generated. A similar analysisshowsbow vertical
bandsor green FC output signalsare generatedin ~ponse to vertical achromatic white and black bars.

cause of these mechanisms, opposite monocular aftereffects can be trained in the same individual using, say,
green verticals and red horizontals, becausethese stimuli
preferentially activate, and therefore adapt, positionally
disjoint subsetsof pathways between different syncytia,
whether or not any FC System tells have oriented receptive fields.
The acquisition of the McCollough effect does not transfer interocularly (McCollough, 1965; Murch, 1972; White
et al., 1978), and extinction of the McCollough effect does
not transfer interocularly (Savoy, 1984), in these networks
for the following reason: Monocular presentation of
oriented chromatic or achromatic stimuli activates the BC
System, which, in tUrn, sendsFIG signals to both the left
and the right monocular syncytia. On the other hand, only
the eye that receives the monocular stimulus receives FC
System inputs to its monocular syncytia, and only these
monocular syncytia can generate FC output signals to the
binocular syncytia. The monocular preprocessing stage
and monocular syncytia of the unstimulated eye cannot
activate their FC System output pathways, hence cannot
undergo the adaptational L TM changes that are contingent upon sustained activation of these pathways.
A similar argument suggests how a single individual
can acquire opposite monocular and binocular McCol-

lough effects in responseto cyclic presentation for 30 min
of the following sequenceof stimuli: red vertical, binocular; blue vertical, right eye; red horizontal, right eye; blue
horizontal, binocular; red horizontal, left eye; blue vertical, left eye (Vidyasagar, 1976). The primary property
needed to explain this result is that binocular viewing of
these images excites a different spatial distribution of
binocular FIG pathways and monocular-to-binocular FC
System pathways than does monocular viewing. This
property is one of the basic means whereby double imagesare suppressedand a coherent representationof formand-color-in-depth is generated. The multiple spatial
scales of the BC System typically react differently to
monocular versus binocular viewing of simple pairs of
images (Sections2-9 and 24). In addition, binocular mismatch of pairs of monocular FC signals from the monocular syncytia can prevent activation of cells that would have
respondedto just one monocular syncytium (Section 25).
Since adaptive tuning of an L TM trace is controlled by
activation of its pathway's postsynaptic cell, certain pathways that could have adapted in response to monocular
viewing may not adapt to binocular viewing.
30. Interocular Transfer Properties of
McCoUough Effect
The data from Experiment I of the White et al. (1978)
study are consistent with the fact that transmitter habituation and L TM changes can occur continuously in the
pathways from the monocular preprocessing stagesto the
monocular syncytia, even when the percept from the corresponding eye is suppressed due to binocular rivalry.
Binocular rivalry influences the FC System only from the
monocular syncytia onward. Thus, comparison of the
amount of adaptation in the rival'ry and no-rivalry conditions when both conditions are equated for the time that
the percept is seen should yield higher levels of adaptation in the rivalry condition, as found in the data. A number of subtle interactions can also occur due to rivalry
at the binocular syncytia. The properties of these interactions are best seen through consideration of Experi-

ments II-IV.
The data from Experiment II of the White et al. (1978)
study show that, although the McCollough effect does not
transfer interocularly under monocular acquisition conditions, it does transfer interocularly if the nonadapted
eye is presented with a homogeneous colored field. during adaptation. This type of interocular transfer can be
explained by adaptation that occurs subsequent to the
monocular syncytia, as follows. Although transmitter
habituation and L TM adaptation can occur in the adaptive filter from the right monocular preprocessing stage
to the monocular syncytia, due to the hort:1ogeneityof the
right-eye training image, such adaptation cannot be sensitive to the orientation of an achromatic test grating.
Moreover, alternate presentation of magenta and green
homogeneoustraining images to the right eye tend to cause
equal levels of adaptation in the corresponding opponent
color systems. These balanced adaptations would tend to
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cancel any aftereffect. The interocular transfer effects
reported in Experiment n must therefore be traced to
adaptation effects subsequentto the monocular syncytia.
A homogeneous colored field does not, however, contain interior edges. If spatially discontinuous inputs are
neededto elicit FC outputs from a monocular syncytium,
yet there are no interior edges in a homogeneousfield with
which to generatespatially discontinuousinputs, why does
a homogeneouscolored field have any effect whatsoever
on interocular transfer?
A possible explanation of these data arises from consideration of how a FIG signal restricts ftIling-in within
a monocular syncytium. As noted in Section 24 of Grossberg (1987b), a FIG signal acts as an inhibitory gating
signal that causesan increase in the membrane resistance
of its target syncytial cells~ Thus, a FIG signal also acts
as an inhibitory FC input to its targetsyncytial cells. When
no other inputs reach the monocular syncytia, this inhibitory signal cannot create excitatory output signals from
the monocular syncytia. When excitatory inputs do activate the monocular syncytium, a FIG signal can cause a
spatial discontinuity in the syncytium's filled-in activity
due to the fact that it can trap its own inhibitory signals
within the cells whose membrane resistance it has increased. The size of this spatial discontinuity may increase, albeit nonlinearly, with the luminance of the
homogeneous colored field.
We have now reached a crucial point in the argument.
If homogeneous colored fields can generate FC outputs
to the binocular syncytium, then why cannot all mismatched monocular images do so? Why does not the entire theoretical structure for preventing double imagescollapse? Why is the whole argument about suppression
during binocular rivalry not invalid? There is a "safe"
answer that cannot explain the intraocular transfer data,
and there is a more interesting answer that can.
The safe answer posits that the spatial scale of a FIG
is too fine to be detected by the on-center off-surround
interactions of a double-opponent gated dipole field. A
spatial discontinuity in filled-in syncytial activities must
occur across a wider domain than the thickness of a FIG
in order to generate FC output signals. Hence, FIG discontinuities surrounded by equal filled-in syncytial activities cannot generate FC output signals, and thus do not
influence perception.
The interesting answer builds from the observation that
homogeneous colored fields are essentially the only
colored images that do not excite any nontrivial opponent
color reactions. Given essentially any colored inhomogeneous image, an ON input to one region is associated with an opponent OFF input to a contiguous
region. After filling-in takes place, the ON and OFF outputs at every position of the monocular syncytium, including positions along the FIG, tend to inhibit each other
if the FIG does not spatially interpolate the ON and OFF
inputs. Thus, the previous explanations hold for colored
images that contain contrastive contours, despite the fact
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that a homogeneous colored image can support interocular transfer of the McCollough effect.
It is nonetheless probable that a FIG signal to a
homogeneously activated monocular syncytium cannot
generate an FC output signal that is as large as one generated from an inhomogeneously activated monocular syncytium. The bandwidth of a FIG signal may be detectable by the on-center off-surround gated dipole field, but
may be too narrow to generate optimal output signals to
the binocular syncytium. Thus, the aftereffects generated
by the right eye may involve fewer pathways, whose transmitters habituate less and whose L TM traces adapt less.
The interocular transfer aftereffects reported by White
et al. (1978) were, in fact, weak and less persistent than
the aftereffects generated through the left eye.
It remains to say why the right-eye aftereffect was in
the color opponent to the color of the homogeneous test
field. In the like-color condition, this property can be explained using the usual mechanism: When the right eye
inspected a homogeneousmagentafield while the left eye
inspected magenta verticals, orientationally tagged red
cells inputting to the binocular syncytium were binocularly activated. The active input pathways underwent the
usual habituation and L TM tuning, therefore favoring a
green aftereffect in response to achromatic verticals. In
the different-color condition, the aftereffect can be traced
to binocular rivalry within the double-opponent network
that inputs to the binocular syncytium: When the right eye
inspected a homogeneous green field while the left eye
inspected magenta verticals, both green and red orientationally tagged pathways to the binocular syncytia would
be activatedand would compete. The right-eye green pathways would habituate and retune their L TM traces when
these pathways won the opponent competition, thereby
generating a magentaaftereffect in responseto achromatic
verticals.
The tendency to get reversed aftereffects, as reported
by MacKay and MacKay (1973, 1975) and Savoy (personal communication, 1985), can be explained as follows.
This explanation ignores the sourcesof binocular suppression that may weaken this tendency. Suppose that an
achromatic grating is presented to the left eye and a
homogeneous magenta field is presented to the right eye.
The achromatic grating generates binocular FIGs which
enable FC output signals to be generated from red-coded
monocular syncytia of the right eye. These signals habituate the transmitter gates in the active red-coded righteye pathways and activate the binocular red-coded cells
that input into the binocular red-coded syncytia. The
achromatic left-eye input tends to equally activate both
the red-coded and the green-coded pathways from the left
monocular syncytia to the binocular syncytia. The transmitters in these pathways thus tend to undergo an equal
amount of habituation. On the other hand, the red-coded
binocular cells are more active than the green-coded
binocular cells due to the summation of inputs from left
eye and right eye at the red-coded cells. Consequently,
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the LTM b"acesin the red-c<xiedleft-eye pathways to these
binocular cells tend to become larger than the L TM b"aces
in the green-coded active left-eye pathways. During test
trials, an achromatic grating to the right eye tends to
generate a green aftereffect, whereas an achromatic grating to the left eye tends to generate a red aftereffect.
In Experiments ill and IV, the pathways from the
monocular preprocessingstagesto the monocular syncytia
experience similar levels of adaptation in all experimental conditions. Adaptation within these monocular pathways determines an adaptational baseline that is augmented to different degrees in the four experimental
conditions by the adaptation that occurs in the pathways
from the monocular syncytia to the binocular syncytia.
Thus, my explanations of these data depend upon the hierarchical organization of FC System pathways from the
monocular preprocessing stagesto the binocular syncytia,
which enables a cumulative adaptation effect to be
registered at the binocular syncytia.
In the like-color/like-orientation condition of Experiment ill (Figure 19Cb), left-eye and right-eye inputs can
cooperateboth at binocular BC Systemcells and at binocular FC System cells that input to the binocular syncytia.
In contrast, the different-color/different-orientation condition (Figure 19Ca) causes rivalry to occur both within
the BC Systemand at the binocular FC Systemcells. Consequently, binocular test gratings lead to stronger aftereffects than do monocular test gratings in the likecolor/like-orientation condition, whereas the opposite is
true in the different-color/different-orientation condition.
To explain the main fmding of Experiment IV that
monocular testing of the like-color/different-orientation
condition (Figure 19Da) yields the weakest aftereffect.
a finer analysis of the different-color/different-orientation
of Experiment ill is needed. Consider a time when
horizontal FIG signals are activated by magentahorizontals to the left eye. The FIG signals activate red-coded
horizontally sensitive pathways from the left monocular
syncytia to the binocular syncytia. The FIG signals also
divide the right monocular syncytia into horizontal strips.
Due to the narrow bandwidth of the FIG signals. weak
activation of green-coded horizontally sensitive pathways
from the right monocular syncytia to the binocular syncytia occurs. Rivalry between these opponent-color pathways can occur at the binocular syncytia. leading to both
red and green adaptation in horizontally sensitive pathways. These opponent adaptations lead to a weakened net
adaptive effect. but the red-horizontal correlation may
nonetheless tend to be stronger than the green-horizontal
correlation. For a similar reason,the green-vertical correlation tendsto be stronger than the red-vertical correlation.
In contrast, consider a time during the likecolor/different-orientation condition (Figure 19Da) when
horizontal FIG signals are activated by green horizontals
to the left eye. The FIG signals activate green-coded
horizontally sensitive pathways from both the left and the
right monocular syncytia. There is no color rivalry at the
binocular syncytia. Hence. the green-coded horizontally

sensitive pathways from the right eye can adapt more in
this condition than in the comparable differentcolor/different-orientation condition. Under achromatic
monocular right-eye testing, these pathways can therefore
more effectively inhibit the red-coded horizontally sensitive pathways that adapted in response to presentation of
magenta horizontal stripes to the right eye. In summary,
in the like-color/different-orientation condition, color
rivalry at the binocular syncytium cannot spare the correlation between orientation and color that is endangered
in pathways from the monocular syncytia to the binocular syncytia by the orientation rivalry taking place within
the BC System.
A variety of other data concerning McCollough-type
aftereffects can be analyzed in terms of such interactions.
For example, Broerse and Crassini (1986) have shown
that McCollough-type adaptation can be used to render
ambiguous displays, such as the diamond-rectangles
figure, unambiguous. These data can be analyzed, as in
the above discussion, by a combination of BC System and
FC System rivalry and adaptational mechanisms.
31. Concluding Remarks
This article introduces a perceptual theory that explains
in a principled and unified way a large body of data about
3-D foml, color, and brightnessperception. Many of these
data have received no previous explanation, let alone an
explanation as part of a general perceptual theory. The
article also describes a neural architecture whose interactive properties generatethe theory's explanationsof perceptual data. This architecture is well enough characterized to test it in multiple ways through experiments on
striateand prestriatevisual cortex. Mathematical and computer analyses of different pieces of this architecture are
developed in a number of other articles (Cohen & Grossberg, 1984a, 1984b, 1986, in press; Grossberg & Marshall, 1987; Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985a, 1985b, 1986,
1987), and further quantitative analyses are presently
underway.
Underlying these detailed mechanisms and data explanations are a number of new design principles and concepts about visual perception. Concepts such as monocular syncytium and binocular syncytium, gateddipole field,
filling-in generator and filling-in barrier, OC filter and
CC loop. orientation field. masking field, orthogonal end
cut, and non-Hebbian adaptive futer can guide the theoretical developmentof a more complete visual theory. Details concerning anatomical connections may, for example, be different across species without requiring such
concepts to be abandoned. Design principles such as
boundary-feature tradeoff and the several new uncertainty
principles that govern the organization of successive
processing stages within the BC System and the FC System may also be used as a foundation for building a more
complete theory. Another general foundational theme is
that mechanisms of boundary segmentation and featural
filling-in and of stereopsisand boundary segmentationcan
best be understoodthrough an analysis of their interactions
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rather than as independent modules. This approach led
to the discovery that double-opponent networks of unoriented color cells can compute oriented form-sensitive
properties when they interact with BC signals, and that,
paradoxically. this particular type of orientational sensitivity helps to explain the nonspecific suppressionthat occurs during binocular rivalry. The explanations of why
the BC System becomes binocular at an earlier processing stagethan the FC System, of how the CC loop generatesa globally consistent,sharp, yet deformable, binocular
segmentation from the multiplexed signals of binocular
complex cells, and of how perceptually invisible BCs can
influence object recognition are among the other general
results that promise to persist in a more complete theory .
Even as it stands, however, the theory suggestsexplanations of an unusually large perceptual and neural data
base, and provides tools for explaining a large body of
perceptual data that I have not considered in detail, but
for which a direct attack is now clearly indicated-for example, data about metacontrastand stereoscopiccapture.
The theory has also already articulated qualitatively new
mathematical designs for parallel machines capable of
rapidly synthesizing coherent and informative global
visual representations of the external world. It remains
to be seen just how far these ideas can carry us toward
a complete perceptual and neural theory of form-andcolor-in-depth and a new generationof real-time contextsensitive massively parallel vision machines.
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